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(4)  Introduction 
 

Most tumor antigens have the same sequences as the endogenous genes. In 
addition to their over-expression in the tumors, essentially all of these antigens are 
expressed in some normal tissues, which is analogous to the so-called peripheral antigen. 
Most recent studies showed that many of the peripheral antigens are expressed in 
specialized cells in the thymus, and can induce central tolerance of their specific T cells. 
However, it is not clear whether mechanisms responsible for tolerizing peripheral antigen 
in the thymus are responsible for tolerizing potential cancer-specific T cells. We have 
recently taken a double-transgenic approach to study the mechanism of immune tolerance 
to a transgenic antigen, SV40-large T antigen (Tag), in the transgenic adenocarcinoma in 
mouse prostate (TRAMP) mice. We have showed that central tolerance plays an 
important role in immune tolerance to TRAMP mice. In addition, we have published 
strong evidence that blockage of T cell costimulatory pathway can break the central 
tolerance for a large array of autoreactive T cells. In this proposal, we have hypothesized 
that blockade of the T cell costimulatory pathway in adults would inhibit the deletion of 
high avidity tumor antigen specific T cells. The rescued high avidity tumor-antigen 
specific T cells can respond effectively to prostate cancer cells and delay the 
development of prostate cancer in the TRAMP model. We proposed to carry out the 
following specific aims. (1). Identify the cells in thymus that express peripheral tumor 
antigen to induce clonal deletion of tumor antigen reactive T cells. (2). Examine whether 
anti-B7 antibody treatment in TRAMP mice can rescue the tumor-antigen specific T cells 
that are otherwise deleted. (3). Determine the thymic function in prostate cancer patients 
undergoing hormonal therapy.  

During the first year, we have completed the studies outlined in specific aim 1. 
We have generated the bone marrow (BM) radiation chimera mice to study the existence, 
contribution and mechanism of the hematopoietic peripheral antigen expressing (PAE) 
cells in tolerance to tissue-specific antigens.  Our results revealed that BM-derived PAE 
exist in both central and secondary lymphoid organs and that the expression of peripheral 
antigens in the BM-derived cells does not correlate with aire expression.  Using double 
transgenic mice expressing TCR specific for a model antigen expressed under the control 
of the prostate-specific promoter, we show that expression of the self antigen in PAE of 
non-hematopoietic origin is both necessary and sufficient to induce clonal deletion.  
Surprisingly, while BM-derived PAE failed to induce clonal deletion, they did cause the 
activation-induced cell death of autoreactive cells in the secondary lymphoid organs.  
Thus, the BM-derived PAE have a distinct function in the maintenance of tolerance to 
tissue-specific antigens.  

There were two manuscripts published in Eur. J. Immunol. and J. Immunol. in 
second year. During the process of completing the specific aim 1 and 2, we extended our 
study in the role of costimulatory molecule in NKT cell development. Natural Killer T 
(NKT) cell is a unique subset of T cells characterized by expressing both invariant TCR 
and various NK linage markers. NKT cells are actively involved in viral infection, 
autoimmunity and tumor immunity. NKT cell developed in thymus and deviated from 
mainstream of conventional T cell development at CD4+CD8+ double positive stage. We 
showed that the development of NKT cells are defect in the mice with targeted mutations 
of B7-1/2 and CD28, the percentage of TCRβ

+NK1.1+, as well as TCRβ
+ α-Galcer/CD1d + 

(iVα14 NKT) cells population are significantly reduced in the thymus, spleen and liver.  
In consistent with these results, the mice with target mutation of costimulatory molecules 
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has defect NKT cell function.  B7 and CD28 deficient mice develop much less sever 
ConA induced hepatitis, which is known mediated by NKT cells. Taken together, our 
results demonstrate that development and function of NKT cell is subject to modulation 
by the costimulatory pathway.  

We made significant progress in specific aim 2 in the third year. We discovered 
that the effect of prolonged survival in TRAMP mice after administration of anti-B7 
antibodies may due to the rapid disappearance of regulatory T cells in the peripheral 
lymphoid organs. We further studied the role of B7 in the Treg development and 
peripheral regulation.  

The observations made in the past funding period and the collaboration between 
my laboratory and Dr. Yang-Xin Fu from University of Chicago have identified cell-
surface interactions that are critical for clonal deletion and generation of Treg.  These 
preliminary results formed the experimental foundation of a new proposal (PC051274, 
score: 2.1, resubmitted as PC061244) that has been submitted to DAMD to support the 
hypothesis that it is possible to reset the T cell repertoire in the cancer-bearing host, 
mostly using reagents that can be easily adapted to immune therapy in cancer. 
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(5)  Body of Annual Report  
 
Task 1.  What are the cells in thymus that express tumor-associated antigen that 

induce clonal deletion of potentially tumor antigen reactive T cells? (Month 1-
18).  (Completed).  

a. To breed TRAMP mice with TCR transgenic mice TG-B to produce 4 different 
types of F1 mice: WT F1 and Tag+/TCR- F1 (to be used as recipient mice); 
Tag-/TCR+ F1 and Tag+/TCR+ F1 (to be used as bone marrow donor mice). 
10-15 F1 mice for each group are needed. (Months 1-12). (Completed). 

b. To perform the bone marrow irradiation chimera experiments. Each animal 
experiment cycle requires 12 weeks. Three independent experiments will be 
performed. Average 5 mice per group with 4 groups in each experiment. 
(Months 4-15). (Completed).  

c. To perform in vitro experiments, such as immunofluorescent study, 
Immunohistochemical studies, and lymphocyte functional assays (Months 13-
18). (Completed).  

d. To perform the modified bone marrow irradiation chimera experiment 
involving surviving surgery (thymectomy and thymus engrafting). Each 
animal experiment cycle requires 16 weeks. Three independent experiments 
will be performed. Average 5 mice per group with 4 groups in each 
experiment (Months 7-18). (These were alternative experiments to compliment 
the Task 1-b and 1-c. Since the bone marrow chimera experiments gave us 
conclusive results, it is not necessary for us to perform Task 1-d). 

 
We have completed the Task 1 and the results have been summarized in the 

manuscript “Expression of tissue-specific autoantigens in the hematopoietic cells leads to 
activation-induced cell death of autoreactive T cells in the secondary lymphoid organs” 
that published in EJI and attached as Appendix 1.  

During the process, we had made some unexpected observations related to the 
function of costimulatory molecules in early stages of T cell development. The 
manuscript “B7-CD28 Interaction Promotes Proliferation and Survival but Suppresses 
Differentiation of CD4-CD8- T Cells in the Thymus” is published in the Journal of 
Immunology and attached as Appendix 2.  

We also extended our study on the role of costimulatory molecules in NKT cell 
development. The manuscript is at the final stage of preparation and we intend to submit 
to Journal of Immunology. The manuscript is attached as Appendix 3.   
 
Task 2.   Will anti-B7 antibody treatment in adult animal rescue the tumor-antigen 

specific T cells that are otherwise deleted? (Month 1-36). (Completed).  
a. To test the effect of anti-B7 antibody treatment on the clonal deletion of SV40 

Tag specific transgenic T cells in F1 Tag+/TCR+ double transgenic mice. 
Each animal experiment cycle requires 16 weeks. Average 5 mice per group 
with 2 groups in each experiment. 4 different starting ages will be used. Three 
independent experiments for each age will be performed. (Months 1-18). 
(Completed).   

b. Test the effect of anti-B7 antibody treatment on the TRAMP mice with 
polyclonal T cell repertoire. Each animal experiment cycle requires 16 weeks. 
Average 5 mice per group with 2 groups in each experiment. 4 different 
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starting ages will be used. Three independent experiments for each age will be 
performed. (Months 7-24). (Completed).  

c. We will observe the tumor development in TRAMP mice to test whether the 
transient block of T cell development by anti-B7 antibody treatment can delay 
tumor progression. (Months 7-36). (Completed).  

d. We will determine the time window that optimizes the effect of anti-B7 antibody 
treatment (Months 25-36). (Completed).    

 
We have carried out the experiments outlined in specific aim 2. We have found 

that B7-1 and B7-2 are required for the production of regulatory T cells and anti-B7 
antibody treatment prolongs the survival time of TRAMP mice.  

We have compared the number of CD4+CD25+ Treg in the thymus and spleen of 
WT and B7-deficient mice.  As shown in Fig. 1, targeted mutation of B7-1/2 leads to 
more than 6-fold reduction in the percentage of Treg in both thymus and spleen.  Similar 
reductions in the central and peripheral tissues suggest that the reduction is primarily due 
to the developmental defect of Treg, although a contribution of costimulation in 
homeostasis and survival of Treg, as proposed by others, is also possible. To test if the 
number of Treg can be modulated by anti-B7-1 and anti-B7-2 antibodies, we injected the 
two antibodies into C57BL/6 and B6 TRAMP mice.  As shown in Fig. 2, the anti-B7 
antibodies significantly reduced the number of Treg in the thymus and in the spleen.   
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Fig. 1. B7-deficient mice have reduced numbers of CD4+CD25+ regulatory T cells in the 
spleen and thymus.  Spleens and thymi from 5-6 week old female WT and B7-deficient 
mice were harvested and stained for the presence of regulatory T cells.  a) Representative 
FACS plot of CD25+CD62L+ cells within the CD4+ small spleen cell gate from wild-type 
and B7(-/-) mice.  b) Columns represent mean percentage of CD4+CD25+ cells within 
gated small cells in spleens or thymi of 4 mice per group.  Error bars represent SEM.  
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Fig. 2. Anti-B7-1 and anti-B7-2 treatment blocks development of Treg in the thymus (a) 
and accumulation of Treg in the spleen. The mice (WT B6 and TRAMP mice, 4 of each 
group) were treated with either anti B7-1(GL-1)/B7-2(3A12) or Control Ig (rat and 
hamster IgG, 100 µg/injection) every other day for 6 treatments. The mice were 
sacrificed 8 days after last treatment and analyzed by 4-color flow cytometry.  A). Data 
shown are profiles of B6 thymocytes with total thymocytes on top and gated CD4 T cells 
at the bottom.  Similar results were observed in the TRAMP mice.  B). Profiles of gated 
CD4 T cells from spleens of B6 and TRAMP mice.   These results are representatives of 
2 independent experiments. 

  
To determine the impact of transient Treg reduction in the TRAMP model, we 

injected 4 week old mice with anti-B7-1 and anti-B7-2 (6 injections over 2 weeks) and 
followed the mice over a one year period for their survival.  As shown in Fig. 3, a short-
term treatment with anti-B7-1 and anti-B7-2 substantially reduced the rate of prostate 
cancer death in the TRAMP mice.  
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Fig. 3. Anti-B7-treatment of TRAMP mice increases the overall survival.  Young 
TRAMP mice were treated with either anti-B7-1/anti-B7-2 or control IgG every other 
day for 6 treatments, and were observed over a 50 week period.  The endpoint of the 
experiment is the prostate cancer reaching approximately 2 cm in diameter. P<0.001.  
 

Meanwhile, we have generated preliminary data that showed that Aire-deficiency 
and soluble LTβRIg can block the expression of prostate-specific genes in the thymus 
and modulates clonal deletion of tumor-reactive T cells. 
 Recent studies revealed aire as a master regulator for expression of many tissue-
specific antigens in the thymus.  In order to determine whether aire also regulates 
expression of prostate-specific genes in the thymus, we compared the expression of 
probasin along with other tissue specific genes in the thymus from wild type (WT) and 
aire-deficient mice.  As shown in Fig. 4, targeted mutation of aire gene caused a 200-fold 
reduction in expression of probasin gene in the thymus.  Thus, expression of at least one 
of the prostate-specific genes is under the control of aire. Since the probasin promoter is 
used in the TRAMP mice, it is likely that aire also controls expression of the model 
tumor antigen Tag in the TRAMP model. 
 Our collaborator, Dr. Yang-Xin Fu, has demonstrated lymphotoxin (LT) controls 
expression of aire and therefore controls the expression of tissue-specific antigens in the 
thymus.  In addition, administration of LTβRIg can interfere with expression of the tissue 
specific antigens.  To determine if LTβRIg can be used to modulate the expression of 
tumor antigen and clonal deletion of T cells in the TRAMP mice model, we treated the 
TRAMPxTgB F1 mice with LTβRIg or control IgG three times with 3-day intervals and 
analyzed the expression of Tag.  As shown in Fig. 5a, relative to control IgG group, 
LTβRIg reduced expression of Tag by almost 7-fold. More importantly, LTβRIg 
drastically reduced the deletion of the CD4+CD8+ T cells in the thymus (Fig. 5b).  These 
preliminary studies raised the possibility that LTβRIg can be used to rescue tumor-
reactive T cells. 
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Fig. 4. Targeted mutation of aire abrogates expression of probasin gene in the thymus.  
Thymus tissues from WT and aire-deficient mice were homogenized and analyzed for 
the expression of several tissue-specific genes. Data shown are means and S.D. of 
triplicates and represent two independent experiments. 
 

 
 
Fig. 5.  Treatment with soluble LTβRIg blocks expression of tumor antigen in the thymus 
and prevents clonal deletion of tumor-reactive T cells.  TRAMP/TgB double transgenic 
mice received 3 treatments of either control IgG or LTβRIg at 3-day intervals.  At day 9 
after the first treatment, the thymi were harvested.  Half of the thymic tissue were used to 
prepare mRNA to analyze expression of tumor antigen and other tissue-specific genes, 
while the other half were used to prepare single-cell suspension of thymocytes for flow 
cytometry.  a. Gene expression as determined by real-time PCR.  b. Distribution of 
thymocyte subsets in control Ig and LTβRIg-treated mice.  Data shown are one 
representative from each group of two mice.  Note a substantial increase of CD4+CD8+ 
thymocytes and an approximately 50% increase of CD8+CD4- T cells. 
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Task 3.       To examine the thymic function in human prostate cancer patients (Months 
1-36). (Encounter difficulty; applied for suspension of Task 3 in Annual Report 
2005).  

a. Obtain prostate cancer patients’ consents and collect clinical information 
(Month 1-36). 

b. Coordinate with urologists and establish schedule to collect blood samples 
from prostate cancer patients undergo different therapy modules (Month 4-
36). 

c. Establish reliable experimental procedure to isolate different subsets of 
lymphocytes from peripheral blood mononuclear cell fractions. Identify 
reliable PCR condition to detect the levels of TRECs from T lymphocytes. To 
set up real-time PCR and QC-PCR protocol to get good reproducibility. 
(Month 1-6).  

d. To perform QC-PCR to detect TRECs from lymphocytes from prostate cancer 
patients. (Month 7-36). 

e. To perform statistical analysis on data (Month 25-36).  
 
 
 

Taken together, we have established that expression of tissue-specific 
antigen/tumor antigen in the thymus and clonal deletion of tumor-reactive T cells can be 
modulated in the transgenic mouse model of prostate cancer (TRAMP).  Likewise, we 
showed that the development of Treg in the thymus depends on costimulatory molecules 
and can be abrogated by treatment with anti-B7 mAbs.  Our results demonstrate that the 
understanding of the development of both tumor-reactive and Treg can provide a novel 
approach for tumor immunotherapy.   
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(6)  Key Research Accomplishments 
 

• We have generated the bone marrow (BM) radiation chimera mice to study the 
existence, contribution and mechanism of the hematopoietic peripheral antigen 
expressing (PAE) cells in tolerance to tissue-specific antigens.   

• We have shown that BM-derived PAE exist in both central and secondary 
lymphoid organs. 

• We have examined the expression of peripheral antigens in the BM-derived cells 
and demonstrated that its expression does not correlate with aire expression.   

• Using double transgenic mice expressing TCR specific for a model antigen 
expressed under the control of the prostate-specific promoter, we have shown that 
expression of the self antigen in PAE of non-hematopoietic origin is both 
necessary and sufficient to induce clonal deletion.   

• We have demonstrated that while BM-derived PAE failed to induce clonal 
deletion, they caused the activation-induced cell death of autoreactive cells in the 
secondary lymphoid organs.  Thus, the BM-derived PAE have a distinct function 
in the maintenance of tolerance to tissue-specific antigens.  

• We showed that the development of NKT cells are defect in the mice with 
targeted mutations of B7-1/2 and CD28. The percentage of TCRβ

+NK1.1+, as well 
as TCRβ

+ α-Galcer/CD1d + (iVα14 NKT) cells population are significantly 
reduced in the thymus, spleen and liver in the mice with targeted mutations of B7-
1/2 and CD28.  

• We have shown the mice with target mutation of costimulatory molecules has 
defect NKT cell function.  B7 and CD28 deficient mice develop much less sever 
ConA induced hepatitis, which is known mediated by NKT cells.  

• We have found that B7-1 and B7-2 are required for the production of regulatory T 
cells. Anti-B7 antibodies significantly reduced the number of Treg in the thymus 
and in the spleen.   

• We have shown that anti-B7 antibody treatment in adult TRAMP mice prolonged 
the mice survival for more than 10 weeks.  

• We have established that expression of tissue-specific antigen/tumor antigen in 
the thymus and clonal deletion of tumor-reactive T cells can be modulated in the 
TRAMP mice. 
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(7) Reportable Outcomes: 
Publications directly funded by DAMD17-03-1-0013. 

 
1. Xincheng Zheng, Lijie Yin, Yang Liu and Pan Zheng. 2004. Hematopoietic 

peripheral antigen expressing cells impose activation-induced cell death of 
autoreactive T cells in the secondary lymphoid organs.  Eur. J. Immunol.  
34:3126-34. (Appendix 1).  

 
2. Xincheng Zheng, Jian-Xin Gao, Xing Chang, Yin Wang, Yan Liu,  Jin Wen, Jian 

Jiang, Yang Liu and Pan Zheng. 2004. B7-CD28 Interaction Promotes 
Proliferation and Survival but Suppresses Differentiation of CD4-CD8- T Cells in 
the Thymus. J. Immunol. 173:2253-61. (Appendix 2). 

 
3. Xincheng Zheng, Yang Liu and Pan Zheng. 2006. The B7-CD28 interaction is 

critical in the development and effector function of NKT cells. (Appendix 3).  
 

Degree awarded:  
 
Xincheng Zheng has been award Ph.D. degree by the Graduate School of The Ohio State 
University on Mar. 22, 2005.  
 
      Funding applied:  
PC051274, Resetting the T cell repertoire in prostate cancer bearing host. Score: 2.1. 
 Innovation: 8.3 
 Research Strategy: 7.2 
 Disease relevance: 4.6 
 Personnel: 8.7 
 Environment: 8.7 
PC061244, Resetting the T cell repertoire in prostate cancer bearing host. Submitted in 
April, 2006. 
 
      Personnel: all from Division of Cancer Immunology, Dept of Pathology, OSU.  
Pan Zheng, MD, PhD, Principal Investigator. 25% effort, from 4/1/03 to 4/30/06. 
Xincheng Zheng, PhD, Graduate Research Assistant. 100% effort, from 4/1/03 to 4/8/05.  
Penghui Zhou, Graduate Research Assistant, 100% effort, from 6/15/04 to 4/30/06. 
Runhua Liu, PhD, Post-doctoral Associate, 50% effort, from 4/1/05 to 4/30/06.  
Huiming Zhang, Research Associate, 50% effort, from 4/1/03 to 4/1/05.  
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(8)  Conclusions:  
 

In summary, we have made important progress during the three year funding 
period. We have followed the Statement of Work closely. We have completed the Task 1 
and Task 2. Taken together, we have established that expression of tissue-specific 
antigen/tumor antigen in the thymus and clonal deletion of tumor-reactive T cells can be 
modulated in the transgenic mouse model of prostate cancer (TRAMP).  Likewise, we 
showed that the development of Treg in the thymus depends on costimulatory molecules 
and can be abrogated by treatment with anti-B7 mAbs.  Our results demonstrate that the 
understanding of the development of both tumor-reactive and Treg can provide a novel 
approach for tumor immunotherapy.   
 
 Our progress is fundamentally important for future development of new ways for 
prostate cancer immunotherapy. Various ideas and methods have been developed to 
augment anti-tumor immunity. Most of the therapies aim at activation of T cells that are 
already present in peripheral T cell repertoire. However, our preliminary data provide 
definitive evidence that high avidity tumor antigen specific T cells are deleted through 
central tolerance. As such, the existing approaches aim at expanding what is likely to be 
low avidity tumor reactive T cells. This proposal will explore an innovative idea that high 
avidity tumor antigen specific T cells can be rescued from clonal deletion by blockade of 
T cell costimulatory pathway. We anticipate that the rescued T cells will be much more 
powerful in the combat against tumor. The relevance of our study is further increased by 
two important factors. First, utilization of spontaneous prostate cancer model will allow 
us to build a solid experimental foundation for a novel immunotherapy of prostate cancer. 
Second, the widely used hormonal therapy of prostate-cancer patients may create a new 
wave of T cell thymopoiesis among them. The random gene re-arrangement of TCR gene 
during the process may provide a new source of high-avidity prostate cancer-specific T 
cells to be rescued by our novel approach. 
 
 Due to the changes in the Division of Urological Surgery in OSU, we encountered 
difficulty in enrolling prostate cancer patients in our Specific Aim 3 study. We have 
applied to suspend the Task 3. However, we were very excited to read from current 
literature on similar studies that we proposed to do. Hormone (androgen ablation) therapy 
has become a standard palliative treatment for patients with advanced prostate cancer.  
Studies have shown that androgen ablation therapy increases the levels of circulating 
lymphocytes(1) and induces prominent T cell infiltration to prostate cancerous tissue(2). 
More recent works by Dr. Richard Boyd’s group provided strongest evidence that 
androgen ablation results in the complete regeneration of the aged male mouse thymus, 
restoration of peripheral T cell phenotype and functions and enhanced thymus 
regeneration following bone marrow transplantation(3-5). These seminal works greatly 
increase the clinical relevance of our work in human prostate cancer patients.  
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Expression of tissue-specific autoantigens in the
hematopoietic cells leads to activation-induced cell
death of autoreactive T cells in the secondary
lymphoid organs

Xincheng Zheng, Lijie Yin, Yang Liu and Pan Zheng

Division of Cancer Immunology, Department of Pathology and Comprehensive Cancer Center,
The Ohio State University, Columbus, USA

Many tissue-specific antigens are expressed in specialized cells called peripheral antigen-

expressing cells (PAE) in the thymus and can induce central tolerance.While thymicmedullary

epithelial cells are the prototypic PAE that express peripheral antigens via an aire-dependent

mechanism, some studies also describe bone marrow (BM)-derived dendritic cells (DC) and

macrophages as PAE in both the thymus and secondary lymphoid organs. However, the role

of these cells in development of tolerance to tissue-specific antigens has not been elucidated.

Here we use BM radiation chimeric mice to study the existence of hematopoietic PAE and

their contribution to tolerance to tissue-specific antigens. Our results reveal that BM-derived

PAE exist in both central and secondary lymphoid organs and that the expression of

peripheral antigens in the BM-derived cells does not correlate with aire expression. Using

double-transgenic mice expressing TCR specific for a model antigen expressed under the

control of a prostate-specific promoter, we show that expression of self antigen in PAE of non-

hematopoietic origin is both necessary and sufficient to induce clonal deletion. Surprisingly,

while BM-derived PAE fail to induce clonal deletion, they do cause the activation-induced cell

death of autoreactive cells in the secondary lymphoid organs. Thus, BM-derived PAE have a

distinct function in the maintenance of tolerance to tissue-specific antigens.

Key words: Thymus / T cell development / Peripheral antigen expressing cells / Tolerance

1 Introduction

The expression of peripheral antigen in the thymus by

PAE serves to project a “shadow of immunological self” in

the thymus [1]. By constitutively expressing antigens

assumed to be limited in the peripheral organs, PAE

ensure that tolerance to tissue-specific antigens is

imposed during T cell development and thus reassert

the importance of central tolerance in self-nonself

discrimination [2–10].

Recent studies established medullar thymic epithelial

cells (mTEC) as the prototypic PAE cell phenotype in the

thymus [6–9]. Theexpressionof adiverse set of genes that

encompass cell surface proteins, enzymes, hormones,

and structural proteins, which are all restricted tissue

distribution, has been detected in mTEC [9, 11, 12].

Expression of these genes correlates to the risk of

autoimmunity in experimental models of autoimmune

diseases. More recently, it has been demonstrated that

mutation of aire, a nuclear protein with preferential

expression in mTEC, abrogates the expression of a large

array of the peripheral antigens in the thymus [1] and

preventsdeletionofTcells specific for antigensexpressed

under the control of tissue-specific promoters [13].

Meanwhile, it has also been reported that dendritic cells

(DC) and macrophages are possible PAE candidates. In

support of this contention are thymus cell-fractionation

studies [3, 4], which show that thymic insulin-expressing

cells segregate into a low-density fraction that is enriched

with DC and macrophages. In addition, several reports

demonstrated the co-localization of insulin and other

pancreatic hormones with markers of the DC and

macrophage lineages in the murine and human thymus

[5, 10]. However, the functions and mechanisms of these

putative PAE in self-tolerance have not been system-

atically analyzed.
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In analysis of the mechanism of immune tolerance in the

transgenic mouse prostate cancer model (TRAMP), we

have demonstrated that DC constitute a substantial

portion of thymic PAE expressing the SV40 large T

antigen (Tag) under the control of a prostate-specific

promoter [14]. While the PAE in TRAMP mice caused

complete deletion of SV40 Tag-specific T cells, the

subset of PAE responsible for the clonal deletion was not

identified. Here we used irradiation chimeric mice to

demonstrate that radio-resistant PAE are necessary and

sufficient to cause clonal deletion of the Tag-specific T

cells. Surprisingly, bone marrow (BM)-derived PAE

caused activation-induced cell death (AICD) of self-

reactive T cells in the spleen. Our results establish novel

function and mechanisms of BM-derived PAE in the

induction of tolerance of T cells to tissue-specific

antigens in the secondary lymphoid organs.

2 Results

2.1 Radio-resistant PAE are necessary and
sufficient to induce clonal deletion in the
thymus

TG-Bmice express, at high levels, a Tcell receptor from a

CD8+ cytotoxic T cell clone that recognizes SV40 Tag

presented by the MHC class I molecule H-2Kk [15]. We

recently demonstrated that the transgenic T cells are

deleted in TRAMP/TG-B double-transgenic (H-2bxk) mice

due to PAE in the thymus [14]. In this study, chimeric mice

were produced by transferring BM from TG-B+mice (with

or without the SV40 Tag transgene) to lethally irradiated

TG-B– mice (with or without SV40 Tag) (Table 1). With the

exception of the recipients in group I, all groups of

chimeric mice synthesized the SV40 Tag in the non-

hematopoietic cells of the recipients and/or in BM-

derived donor cells. To confirm that both radio-resistant

recipient cells and BM-derived donor cells expressed the

Tag in the thymus, we used a previously described

method [14], based on RT-PCR plus probing of products

by Southern blot, to determine expression of Tag in the

thymi of the chimeric mice. As shown in Fig. 1, TagmRNA

was detectable in the thymi of chimeric mice from groups

II, III and IV, although the amounts detected in group III

were significantly lower than those in groups II and IV.

This result is consistent with our immunohistochemical

analysis of SV40 Tag protein expression in the thymus

[14], which revealed that while both DC and non-DC

express Tag, most Tag-expressing cells lack CD11c. As

expected, no Tag mRNA was detected in group I thymi.

To analyze the functions of two different lineages of PAE

in the thymus, we studied the fate of Tag-reactive T cells

by flow cytometry. In comparison to group I, the total

thymocytes recovered from reconstituted thymi were

also clearly reduced in groups II and IV, but not in group III

(Table 1). Moreover, thymi from groups I and III had

essentially identical subset distributions, while those

from groups II and IV were depleted of CD8+CD4– Tcells

(data not shown). Among the T cells that express high

levels of transgenic TCRb, the reduction of the mature

antigen-specific T cells was even more pronounced

(Fig. 2A, B). Groups I and III had comparable numbers of

antigen-specific T cells with similar responsiveness to

peptide stimulation (Fig. 2C). However, a more than five-

fold reduction in the number of mature CD8+ T cells was

observed in groups II and IV. Since the common feature of

groups II and IV is their shared origin of radio-resistant

PAE, our results demonstrate that expression of Tag in

the recipient thymic stromal cells is sufficient to induce

Table 1. Total thymocytes reconstituted from different groups

of BM chimerasa)

Group Donor

(TRAMP/TG-B)

Recipient

(TRAMP/TG-B)

Thymocytes

(�106)

I –/+ –/– 53.1�6.3

II –/+ +/– 31.6�2.5***

III +/+ –/– 49.2�3.5

IV +/+ +/– 25.7�2.7***

a) Data are shown as mean � SD and are representative of

six independent experiments. (***p<0.001 compared with

groups I and III).

Fig. 1. Expression of SV40 Tag mRNA in reconstituted

thymus and spleen from recipients of different BM chimeras.

RT-PCR results of L-19 amplification (25 cycles) were shown

as an agarose gel image. The SV40 Tag PCR products (35

cycles) were separated by agarose gel electrophoresis and

transferred to the Hybond N+ membrane. The membrane

was hybridized with an HRP-labeled probe, and signals were

detected by the ECL direct nucleic acid labeling and

detection system (Amersham).
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clonal deletion. In addition, since no clonal deletion was

observed in group III chimeras that have BM-derived

PAE, expression of Tag in the recipient radio-resistant

PAE is also necessary for the clonal deletion of

autoreactive T cells.

2.2 BM-derived PAE cause AICD of self-reactive
T cells in the secondary lymphoid organs

As shown in Fig. 3, in comparison with group I chimeras,

groups II and IV had substantially reduced numbers of

transgenic T cells in the spleen. This reduction roughly

correlated to that found in the thymi (Fig. 2). Surprisingly,

although groups I and III had essentially identical

numbers of mature transgenic T cells in the thymi

(Fig. 2), the number of transgenic Tcells in the spleens of

group III chimeras was approximately three- to five-fold

lower than found in group I (Fig. 3). These results suggest

that BM-derived PAE can reduce the number of

autoreactive T cells in the secondary lymphoid organs.

The reduction in the number of Tcells resulted in reduced

responses of Tcells to in vitro stimulation by the cognate

peptide. As shown in Fig. 4A, spleen cells from groups II

and IV did not proliferate in response to the Tag peptide,

Fig. 2. Clonal deletion of Tag-specific Tcells in the thymus. Thymi from reconstituted chimeric mice were harvested 8 weeks after

BM transplantation. Thymocytes were stained with anti-CD4, anti-CD8, and anti-Vb8.1/8.2 antibodies. A representative profile of

the subset distribution (%) of gated Vb8high Tcells from each group (A) and combined results (B) from six independent experiments

(8–12 in each group) are shown (p<0.001 when comparing groups II and IV to groups I and III). (C) Thymic Tcells from groups I and

III respond equally to antigenic peptide in vitro. Total thymocytes (2�105/well) were harvested from either group III (donor, TG-B/

TRAMP; recipient, B6�B10.BR) or group I (donor, TG-B/B6; recipient, B6�B10.BR) chimeric mice and stimulated with SV40 Tag

peptides 560–568 in the presence of irradiated B6�B10.BR splenocytes as APC. Results of the proliferation assay from two

independent experiments are presented.
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while group III mice mounted a significant, although

much reduced, proliferation. After in vitro stimulation,

potent CTL could be elicited from group I, but not group

IV, spleen cells (Fig. 4B). In most experiments, a recall

CTL response was not detectable in group II spleens,

while a much reduced (about 100-fold less as judged by

E/T ratio) CTL activity could be elicited from group III. In

some experiments, however, a low but significant CTL

response was detected in groups II and III. Thus, optimal

tolerance to self antigens requires both lineages of PAE.

IthasbeendemonstratedthathostAPCcancross-present

tissue-specific antigens and thereby cause AICDof Tcells

[16]. However, it has not been tested whether hemato-

poietic cells can express tissue-specific antigens and

induce AICD in the secondary lymphoid organ. To

determine if this is the case, we compared spleen cells

from groups I and III for activation markers and signs of

programmed cell death. As shown in Fig. 5A, the

transgenic T cells from group III were clearly being

stimulated, as substantial proportions expressed CD69,

CD25, and CD24, which are T cell activation markers.

Interestingly, the difference in down-regulation of the

memorymarkerCD62Lwasmuchlesspronounced,which

is consistent with the fact that activation of Tcells in group

III did not lead to stronger CTL recall responses (Fig. 4B).

Instead of inducing strong memory markers, we ob-

served that group III T cells in the spleen had elevated

expression of Fas and Fas ligand, which were critical for

AICD (Fig. 5B, C). Tunnel assay revealed about a five-fold

increase in the proportion of cells undergoing pro-

grammed cell death (Fig. 5D). This result demonstrates

that PAE of hematopoietic origin induce AICD of self-

reactive T cells.

2.3 Peripheral antigen expression by PAE in
the secondary lymphoid organs does not
correlate with aire expression

It has been demonstrated that aire is preferentially

expressed in the mTEC and functions as a transcriptional

regulator to control the peripheral organ-specific antigen

expression in the thymus [1, 13]. Interestingly, significant

expression of aire can be detected in the spleen,

although the level is about 10% of what is found in the

thymus [1]. To determine whether aire expression

correlates with the synthesis of autoantigens in the

secondary lymphoid organs, we compared CD11c+,

CD11c–, and total spleen cells for expression of aire and a

panel of autoantigens that are found in the PAE in the

thymus. As shown in Fig. 6, enrichment of CD11c+ cells

increased the aire mRNA by about ten-fold, while

elimination of the CD11c+ cells reduced aire mRNA by

more than ten-fold. Thus, DC are the primary aire-

expressing cells in the spleen. SV40 Tag expression was

neither enriched nor depleted in the CD11c+ population

Fig. 3. Peripheral deletion of autoreactive Tcells by BM-derived PAE in the spleen. The spleens from reconstituted chimeric mice

were harvested 8 weeks after BM transplantation. Splenocytes were stained with anti-CD4, anti-CD8, and anti-Vb8.1/8.2
antibodies. A representative profile the subset distribution (%) of total splenocytes from each group (left) and the combined results

(right) from six independent experiments (8–12 in each group) are shown. Note that in some experiments, reconstitution of non-

transgenic CD8+ Tcells expressing lower levels of Vb8 can be observed; this population was excluded from the analysis (p<0.001

when comparing group I to group III; group II to group I or III; or group IV to groups I or III, respectively; p<0.01 when comparing

group IV to group II).
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(Fig. 6A). Of the three “organ-specific” autoantigens that

are found in mTEC but not in DC and macrophages in the

thymus [17], insulin and cytochrome P450 1a2 mRNA

were found at significant and comparable levels in total

spleen cells as well as CD11c+ and CD11c– spleen cells.

In contrast, GAD67 mRNA was barely detectable in

CD11c+ cells, and depletion of CD11c+ cells did not

reduce GAD67 mRNA (Fig. 6B).

We further isolated mRNA from TRAMP mice and

compared the RNA expression of aire, SV40 Tag, insulin,

P450, and an endogenous mouse prostate protein

probasin (mPB) in thymus and spleen. As reported

before [1, 13], the aire expression in thymus was ten-fold

more than in the spleen. The insulin and P450 showed

higher mRNA expression in the thymus, while the SV40

Tag and endogenous prostate protein mPB showed

higher mRNA expression in the spleen (Fig. 6C). These

results make two points. First, expression of tissue-

specific antigens in the spleen is not limited to the SV40

Tag transgene. Secondly, the expression of “organ-

specific” autoantigens does not correlate with aire

expression in the spleen.

3 Discussion

PAE in the thymus constitutively express antigens

assumed to be limited to the peripheral organs [4].

Although thymic medullar epithelial cells are considered

the major PAE in the thymus [7, 9], several groups have

reported de novo synthesis of peripheral antigens in

hematopoietic cells in the thymus [5, 10, 18]. However,

the relative contribution of the two types of PAE for clonal

Fig. 4. The functions of mature SV40 Tag-specific T cells in the spleen. The spleens from reconstituted chimeric mice were

harvested 8 weeks after BM transplantation. Data from assays of proliferation (A) and cytotoxicity (B) in response to SV40 Tag

peptide 560–568 and the control peptide HSV-gB from six independent experiments (8–12 in each group) are presented.

Representative experiments reflecting two patterns of CTL responses are presented in Fig. 4B.
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deletion in the thymus has not been addressed. Our

previous study established that TRAMP mice express

prostate-specific antigen in both lineages of PAE [14]. In

order to identify which subset of PAE induces clonal

deletion, we made BM chimeric mice that express the

peripheral antigen in only one lineage. Using deletion of

SV40 Tag-specific transgenic T cells as a basic readout,

we demonstrated that expression of the peripheral

antigens in thymic epithelial cells is sufficient to induce

clonal deletion. Since no clonal deletion was observed in

mice that had only BM-derived PAE, expression of

peripheral antigens in the thymic epithelial cells is also

necessary for clonal deletion. Given the fact that thymic

mTEC are the major PAE in the thymus for the majority of

antigens analyzed [9], our conclusion may be generally

applicable to clonal deletion of tissue-specific antigens.

This is also compatible with recent genetic data showing

that mutation of aire, which prevents the expression of

many tissue-specific antigens in the mTEC [1], inhibits

clonal deletion of tissue-specific Tcells in the thymus [13].

In light of previous reports that the expression of minor H,

allogeneic MHC, or viral superantigen in either thymic

epithelial cells or BM-derived cells is sufficient to induce

clonal deletion [19–22], it is surprising that expression of

peripheral antigens by BM-derived cells in the thymus

does not cause clonal deletion. Since our analysis

indicates that the level of expression is lower among the

hematopoietic APC (this study), and since the number of

BM-derived PAE is substantially lower than the number of

Fig. 5. BM-derived PAE cause AICD of self-reactive T cells in the secondary lymphoid organs. The spleens from reconstituted

chimeric mice were harvested 8 weeks after BM transplantation. Splenocytes were stained with anti-CD4, anti-CD8, anti-Vb8.1/
8.2, and antibodies against different activation markers (A), Fas (B), or Fas-L (C). Cells undergoing apoptosis were visualized using

FITC-conjugated dUTP (D). The numbers in the panels are the percentage of the population (A, C, and D) or mean fluorescence

intensity (B) of the gated CD8+Vb8high T cells.
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thymic epithelial cells [14], the requirement for de novo

synthesis by thymic stromal cells may simply be due to

their higher expression of peripheral antigen.

Another important observation documented in this study

relates to expression and function of PAE in the

secondary lymphoid organs. Although the existence of

PAE in secondary lymphoid organs had been suggested

[10], it was unclear if antigen expression is aire

dependent. Our data demonstrate that the expression

of peripheral antigens by the APC does not correlate with

the level of aire expression. As such, the expression is

unlikely to be controlled by aire. Our data further

demonstrate that BM-derived PAE reduce the number

of autoreactive T cells in periphery and cause AICD of

self-reactive T cells in the secondary lymphoid organs.

The localization of cells undergoing programmed cell

death is consistent with the notion that PAE in the

secondary lymphoid organs cause AICD, although an

imprinting by thymic hematopoietic PAE during T cell

development cannot be ruled out at this stage. These two

lines of evidence establish a novel function and

mechanism of BM-derived PAE in the induction of

tolerance of T cells to tissue-specific antigens. It is likely

Fig. 6. The expression of aire does not correlate with that of “organ-specific autoantigens“ in the spleen. (A) Expression of aire and

SV40 Tag in the spleen cells from irradiation chimeras (group III: donor, TG-B/TRAMP; recipient, B6�B10.BR). Data shown are a

summary of three independent experiments. (B) Expression of aire, insulin, GAD, and cytochrome c P450 in spleens from

irradiation chimeras. Data shown are a summary of four independent experiments involving either group III (donor, TG-B/TRAMP;

recipient, B6�B10.BR) or group I (donor, TG-B/B6; recipient, B6�B10.BR) chimeric mice. The spleens were harvested and

fractionated into CD11c+ and CD11c– subpopulations. (C) Expression of SV40 Tag, mouse prostate protein probasin (mPB),

insulin, cytochrome P450, and aire from total thymus or spleen of 9-week-old TRAMP mice. Real-time PCR was carried out to

detect the expression levels of different genes. The relative amount of the gene was normalized using the CT values of the sample

and the corresponding standard curve. The target gene expression level was quantified using the ratio between the amount of

target gene and the housekeeping gene ribosome L-19 within the same sample. Statistical analysis was done with the Student’s t-

test (*p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001).
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that this mechanism complements the previously estab-

lished mechanism by which host APC cross-present

tissue antigen to induce AICD [23, 24].

Taken together, we have demonstrated that two popula-

tions of PAE play distinct roles in the induction of

tolerance of self-reactive T cells. The non-hematopoietic

PAE, presumably medullar epithelial cells, induce clonal

deletion in the thymus. Perhaps because of lower levels

of antigen expression, the hematopoietic PAE are neither

necessary nor sufficient to induce clonal deletion in the

thymus but induce AICD in the secondary lymphoid

organs. Since clonal deletion induced in the thymus is

rarely complete under physiological conditions, optimal

tolerance may require concerted actions of both

populations of PAE.

4 Materials and methods

4.1 Experimental animals

TRAMP mice expressing the SV40 Tag controlled by rat

probasin regulatory elements (C57BL/6 background) were

purchased from The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME).

TG-B mice on the B10.BR background were kindly provided

by Dr. T. Geiger from St. Jude’s Children’s Hospital [25].

TRAMP and TG-B mice were bred at the animal facilities of

the Ohio State University (Columbus, OH). Mice were typed

for SV40 Tag or TCR expression by isolation of mouse tail

genomic DNA. The PCR-based screening assays were

described previously [14].

4.2 Generation of irradiation BM chimeras

Four groups of chimeric mice with different donor and

recipient combinations from TRAMP�TG-B (H-2bxk) F1

phenotypes are presented in Table 1. Briefly, the lethally

irradiated (1,000 rad) mice were reconstituted with BM from

femurs and tibias of the donor mice after the T cells were

depleted with anti-CD4 (Gk1.5) and anti-CD8 (TIB210)

monoclonal antibodies. A total of 1.0�107 T cell-depleted

BM cells were injected i.v. through tail vein into the recipient

mouse. All experiments were performed 8 weeks after BM

reconstitution.

4.3 Antibodies

The fluorescence-conjugated antibodies anti-CD4 (RM4.5),

anti-CD8 (53–6.7), anti-Vb8.1/8.2 (MR5–2), anti-CD25

(PC61), anti-HSA (M1/69), anti-CD69 (H1.2F3), anti-CD62L,

anti-CD28 (37.51), anti-Fas Ligand (MFL3), anti-Fas (Jo2),

and the APO-DIRECT Kit were purchased from BD

PharMingen (San Diego, CA).

4.4 Peptide synthesis

Peptides (SV40 Tag 560–568 SEFLLEKRI [14] and HSV gB

peptide gB498–505 SSIEFARL [26]) were synthesized by

Research Genetics, Inc. (Huntsville, AL). The peptides were

dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) at a concentration of

10 mg/ml and diluted in PBS or culture medium before use.

4.5 Proliferation of T cells to antigenic peptides and

CTL assays

The Tcell proliferation and CTL assays have been previously

described [14].

4.6 Fractionation of splenic CD11c+ and CD11c– cells

and real-time PCR

Splenic CD11c+ and CD11c– cells were fractionated

according to a previously described protocol [27]. Briefly,

collagenase (Sigma) solution (1 mg/ml in 10 mM Hepes-

NaOH, pH 7.4) was injected into the spleen before the spleen

was sliced and incubated with additional collagenase

solution for 60 min at 37�C. A single-cell suspension was

obtained by passing the digested spleen through a steel

mesh. Red blood cells were lysedwith 1� lysis buffer (0.15 M

NH4Cl, 1.0 mM KHCO3, 0.1 mM Na2EDTA, pH 7.4). The

viable cells were used as the total spleen cell population.

CD11c+ and CD11c– cells were magnetically separated

using CD11c microbeads and LS+ positive selection

columns according to manufacturer’s protocol (Miltenyi

Biotec Inc., Auburn, CA). Total RNA was extracted from

total spleen, CD11c+, and CD11c– cells, and 1 lg/sample

was pretreated with RNase-free DNase I before cDNA

synthesis using Superscriptase II and oligo(dT) (Invitrogen,

Carlsbad, CA). The real-time PCR was carried out in ABI

PRISM 7700 Cycler (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA)

using theQuantiTect SYBR green PCR kit (Qiagen) according

to manufacturers’ protocols. The oligonucleotide primers

used in real-time PCR were: SV40 Tag, F: 50-GCTA-

CACTGTTTGTTGCCCA-30 and R: 50-CCCCCACATAATT-

CAAGCAA-30; Aire, F: 50-ACCATGGCAGCTTCTGTCCAG-

30 and R: 50-GCAGCAGGAGCATCTCCAGAG-30 [9]; Insulin I,

F: 50-TATAAAGCTGGTGGGCATCC-30 and R: 50-GGGACCA-

CAAAGATGCTGTT-30; Insulin II, F: 50-TTTGTCAAGCAG-

CACCTTTG-30 and R: 50-GTCTGAAGGTCACCTGCTCC-30;

GAD67, F: 50-ATCGTGCAAGCAAGGAAGCA-30 and R: 50-

GCAAGAGACCTCGGATAGAAGAGT-30; Cytochrome P450

1a2, F: 50-GCTGCCATATCTAGAGGCCTTCAT-30 and R: 50-

TGGTTGACCTGCCACTGGTTTA-30; the ribosome L-19: F:

50-CTGAAGGTCAAAGGGAATGTG-30and R: 50-GGACA-

GAGTCTTGTGATCTC-30. The relative amount of the gene

was normalized using the CT values of the sample and the

corresponding standard curve. The target gene expression

level was quantified using the ratio between the target gene

and the ribosome L-19 as a reference gene.
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B7-CD28 Interaction Promotes Proliferation and Survival but
Suppresses Differentiation of CD4�CD8� T Cells in
the Thymus1

Xincheng Zheng,2* Jian-Xin Gao,2* Xing Chang,* Yin Wang,* Yan Liu,* Jing Wen,*
Huiming Zhang,* Jian Zhang,† Yang Liu,3* and Pan Zheng*

Costimulatory molecules play critical roles in the induction and effector function of T cells. More recent studies reveal that
costimulatory molecules enhance clonal deletion of autoreactive T cells as well as generation and homeostasis of the CD25�CD4�

regulatory T cells. However, it is unclear whether the costimulatory molecules play any role in the proliferation and differentiation
of T cells before they acquire MHC-restricted TCR. In this study, we report that targeted mutations of B7-1 and B7-2 substantially
reduce the proliferation and survival of CD4�CD8� (double-negative (DN)) T cells in the thymus. Perhaps as a result of reduced
proliferation, the accumulation of RAG-2 protein in the DN thymocytes is increased in B7-deficient mice, which may explain the
increased expression of TCR gene and accelerated transition of CD25�CD44� (DN3) to CD25�CD44� (DN4) stage. Qualitatively
similar, but quantitatively less striking effects were observed in mice with a targeted mutation of CD28, but not CTLA4. Taken
together, our results demonstrate that the development of DN in the thymus is subject to modulation by the B7-CD28 costimu-
latory pathway. The Journal of Immunology, 2004, 173: 2253–2261.

T cells are educated in the thymus to gain immune com-
petence. Mature T cells migrate into secondary lymphoid
organs where they encounter Ags, expand, and differen-

tiate into effector cells. The activated T cells are dispatched to
target tissues to mediate effector function. As the major costimu-
lators in T cell activation, B7-1 and B7-2 were first demonstrated
to play a major role in the activation and differentiation of T cells
in the secondary lymphoid tissues (1–3). Subsequently, the notion
of T cell costimulation has been extended to T cell effector func-
tion in target tissues, including tumors (4–7) and normal tissues
during autoimmune destruction (8, 9). Accumulating data from
several groups, including that of ours (10), have shown that B7/
CD28 enhances clonal deletion of autoreactive T cells (11–14). In
addition, anti-CD28 Ab promotes differentiation of CD4�CD8�

double-positive (DP)4 thymocytes into single-positive (SP) T cells
(15, 16). Moreover, it has been shown that costimulation is critical
for the generation and homeostasis of the CD25�CD4� regulatory
T cells (17–20). Because all of these stages involve interaction of
Ag-specific receptors with MHC:peptide complex, it can be sug-
gested that T cell costimulation is an important parameter when-

ever TCR is engaged by MHC:peptide complex. An interesting
issue that has not been addressed is whether T cell costimulation
participates in the �-selection, in which the rearranged TCR� are
paired with pT� to mediate proliferation and differentiation of im-
mature thymocytes.

The earliest T cell progenitor expresses neither TCR nor core-
ceptor CD4 or CD8, and is usually referred to as double-negative
(DN) T cells for the lack of CD4 and CD8. They are subdivided
according to the expression of surface markers CD44 and CD25.
DN1, which is CD44�CD25�, contains cells that are committed to
lymphoid lineage, but maintains the potential to develop into T
cells, B cells, or NK cells (21). With the increased CD25 expres-
sion, DN1 becomes CD44�CD25�, which are called DN2 cells.
Cells at this stage are committed to T cell lineage, and therefore are
also called pro-T cells. Growth factors, such as IL-7 and stem cell
factor (c-kit ligand), play important roles in this developmental
step (22–26). DN3, or early pre-T population, down-regulates
CD44 and is characterized by CD44�CD25�. At this stage, the
TCR� locus is rearranged by a RAG-dependent mechanism. This
leads to the assembly of the pre-TCR complex consisting of CD3,
pT�, and TCR� chains. Disruption of the complex causes a com-
plete arrest at DN3, as shown in RAG (27–29)-, TCR� (30)-, and
pT� (31)-deficient mice. As further maturation occurs, cells lose
expression of CD25 to become CD44�CD25� or DN4. DN4
progresses to the CD4�CD8� DP via an immature SP stage and
then goes through positive and negative selection to become CD4�

or CD8� SP T cells.
Although it is clear that the survival of DN4 requires rearrange-

ment of TCR� and expression of pT�, very little is known about
other cell surface interactions during the early phase of T cell
maturation, which is generally coupled with rapid T cell prolifer-
ation. In the process of studying the effect of B7 blockade on the
development of Ag-specific T cells in the thymus, we observed
that anti-B7 Abs have significant effect on the development of
early T cell progenitors. To substantiate this observation, we sys-
tematically analyzed the maturation and proliferation of the T cell
progenitors in mice with targeted mutation of B7-1 and B7-2,
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CD28, and CTLA-4. Our results demonstrate targeted mutations of
B7-1 and B7-2 or CD28 diminish the proliferation and survival of
DN4 T cells and accelerate DN3 to DN4 transition, most likely by
increasing accumulation of the RAG-2 protein and enhancing TCR
rearrangement.

Materials and Methods
Experimental animals

Wild-type (WT), B7-1�/�B7-2�/� (32), CD28�/� (33) C57BL6/j mice
were purchased from The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME). CTLA-
4�/� mice in B6 background have been described (34). All animals were
maintained in the University Laboratory Animal Research Facility at Ohio
State University under specific pathogen-free conditions.

Abs and flow cytometry

Both cell surface markers and intracellular staining were analyzed by flow
cytometry. The fluorescence-conjugated Abs anti-CD4 (GK1.5), anti-CD8
(53-6.7), anti-CD44 (IM7), anti-CD25 (PC61), anti-CD28 (37.57), anti-
CTLA4 (UC10-4F10-11), and anti-TCR �-chain (H57-597) were pur-
chased from BD Pharmingen (San Diego, CA). The fixation and perme-
abilization solution kit (cytofix/cytoperm; BD Pharmingen) was used for
intracellular staining, according to manufacturer’s protocol.

To measure the proliferation of thymocytes in vivo, mice were injected
i.p. with BrdU (1 mg/mouse in 100 �l of PBS). Four hours later, the mice
were sacrificed and thymocytes were prepared. BrdU incorporation was
detected by flow cytometry with a BrdU Flow Kit, as described by man-
ufacturer (BD Pharmingen).

The apoptotic thymocytes were determined by their binding to annexin
V. After cell surface staining, the cells were resuspended in staining buffer
with annexin V (BD Pharmingen) and were stained at room temperature for
15 min. The samples were analyzed by flow cytometry within 1 h.

Western blot and real-time RT-PCR

The total thymocytes were depleted twice with anti-CD4 (GK1.5), anti-
CD8 (2.4.3), anti-TCR�� (GL-3), anti-I-Ab (AF6-120.1), and magnetic
Dynabeads (Dynal Biotech, Oslo, Norway), according to manufacturer’s
manual. The RAG-2 protein level was detected by Western blot. Briefly,
cells were lysed in a lysis buffer consisting of 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4),
150 mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT,1 mM Na3O4, 2 mM NaF, 10
�g/ml leupeptin, 10 �g/ml aprotinin, and 1 mM PMSF. Total protein ex-
tracts (100 �g) were fractionated on a 12% SDS-PAGE and transferred to
Hybond-P membrane (Amersham Biosciences, Buckinghamshire, U.K.).
The transferred membrane was blotted by a goat polyclonal Ab against
RAG-2 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA). Mouse �-actin mAb
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was used for internal blotting control.

Total RNA was extracted from DN thymocytes and treated with RNase-
free DNase I (Invitrogen Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA). cDNA was
synthesized with Superscriptase II and oligo(dT) (Invitrogen Life Tech-
nologies). The real-time PCR was conducted in ABI PRISM 7700 Cycler
(Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) using a QuantiTect SYBR green
PCR kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA), according to manufacturers’ protocols
and real-time PCR conditions. The relative expression levels in B7 knock-
out (B7KO) thymocytes were compared with those from WT thymocytes
after normalization with internal control (ribosome L-19), as follows: com-
parative expression level � 2�(�CTB7KO��CTB6). �CT � CT(target gene) �
CT(L-19) and represents the difference between the two threshold cycle
(CT) values of two PCRs for the same initial template amount. The oligo-
nucleotide primers were: the RAG-1 forward primer, 5�-TGCAGAC
ATTCTAGCACTCTGG-3�, and reverse primer, 5�-ACATCTGCCT
TCACGTCGAT-3�; the RAG-2 forward primer, 5�-CACATCCACAAG
CAGGAAGTACAC-3�, andreverseprimer,5�-TCCCTCGACTATACACCA
CGTCAA-3�; the pre-TCR� forward primer, 5�-AGCTTCTGGCTGCA
ACTGGGTCAT-3�, and reverse primer, 5�-TACCTGCCGCTGTGTCC
CCCCGAG; TCR V�2 forward primer, 5�-CAATAAAAGGGA
GAAAAAGC-3�, and reverse primer, 5�-AAGTCGGTGAACAGGCAGAG
3�; TCR V�4 forward primer, 5�-AGCAGCAGAGGKTTTGAAGC-3�, and
reverse primer, 5�-GGCACATTGATTTGGGAGTC-3� (35); CD8 �-chain
forward primer, 5�-CTGCTTTGAACTGCTGCAAG-3�, and reverse primer,
5�-GGAAGAGTACATGGTGCGT-3�; the ribosome L-19 forward primer,
5�-CTGAAGGTCAAAGGGAATGTG-3�, and reverse primer, 5�-
GGACAGAGTCTTGTGATCTC-3� (36), was used as internal control.

Antimitotic drug treatment

Eight-week-old C57BL/6 mice were given three injections of either deme-
colcine (Sigma-Aldrich) at 200 �g/mouse/injection or PBS at 4-h intervals.

This was followed by two daily treatments with the same amount of drug.
The BrdU was injected in conjunction with the last treatment. The mice
were sacrificed at 4 h after the last injection to harvest thymocytes for
analyses.

Immunohistochemistry with anti-B7-1 or anti-B7-2 mAb

Frozen sections of the thymus fixed with acetone and were incubated with
anti-B7-1 mAb 3A12 (37) or anti-B7-2 mAb GL-1 (38) hybridoma super-
natants. The anti-B7-1 mAb was detected by biotinylated goat anti-hamster
Abs, while anti-B7-2 Abs were detected by biotinylated goat anti-rat Abs,
each followed by HRP-conjugated streptavidin.

Statistical analysis

Data were statistically analyzed with two-tailed Student’s t test.

Results
Impact of defective B7-1, B7-2, and their receptors on the DN
subsets

In the process of studying the effect of anti-B7-1/2 Abs for T cell
development in vivo, we observed that anti-B7-1/2, but not control
Ig, caused a substantial reduction of DN3 and a major increase of
DN4 in thymus of adult C57BL/6 mice and perinatal BALB/c
mice. A statistically significant reduction was also observed in the
DN2 subset (data not shown). To substantiate this observation, we
compared mice deficient for B7-1 and B7-2 with their WT controls
for DN subsets. As shown in Fig. 1, in comparison with WT,
B7-deficient mice had an increased DN4, but decreased DN2
and DN3.

B7-1 and B7-2 interact with two known receptors, CD28 and
CTLA-4, on T cells. A putative third receptor has been suggested
(39, 40), although its identity remains elusive. As a first step to
determining the receptors that may be involved in the alteration of
DN3 and DN4, we first analyzed cell surface expression of CD28
and intracellular accumulation of the CTLA-4 among DN subsets
of WT thymus. As shown in Fig. 2, in comparison with isotype
control, CD28 is expressed on �13% of DN3 and 70–80% of
DN4. CTLA-4, in contrast, is expressed on �80% of DN3 cells
and 40% of DN4. To determine the role for CD28 and CTLA-4 in
the development of DN, we compared WT, B7KO, CD28KO, and
CTLA-4KO for the DN subsets. As shown in Fig. 1, targeted mu-
tation of CD28 had significant effects on the distribution of DN.
Qualitatively, reductions in DN2 and DN3 and an increase in DN4
were parallel to what was found in B7�/�. However, targeted mu-
tation of CD28 was less effective than those of the B7-1 and B7-2.
To determine whether CTLA4 function explains the differences
between CD28�/� and B7�/�, we compared thymi harvested from
15-day-old CTLA-4�/� and CTLA-4�/� mice for DN maturation
and proliferation. At this point, the overall subset distribution of
SP, DN, and DP subsets is grossly normal (41) and no autoimmune
disease was observed. Fig. 3 shows the profiles of DN thymocytes
in 2-wk-old CD28�/�, B7�/�, CTLA-4�/�, and CTLA-4�/�

mice. The distribution of DN subsets in the 2-wk-old CTLA4�/�

mice was similar to that of adult mice (Fig. 1). No statistically
significant difference was detected in the relative amounts of DN
subsets between CTLA4�/� and CTLA4�/� mice. Mutation of B7
and CD28, in contrast, significantly reduced DN3 and increased
DN4. In contrast to what was observed in adult mice (Fig. 1), the
effects of B7 mutation in the young mice were comparable to those of
CD28. Thus, CTLA-4 alone is not responsible for the costimulation
by B7-1 and B7-2 in the early stage of thymocyte development.

Role for B7-1/2 and CD28 in proliferation and programmed cell
death of DN

An important feature of the DN thymocytes is their high rate of
proliferation (42, 43). To test whether B7 deficiency affects its
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proliferation, we pulsed WT, CD28-, and B7-deficient mice with
BrdU and measured the DNA synthesis of the ex vivo DN by flow
cytometry 4 h later. As shown in Fig. 4, in agreement with previ-
ous publications (44, 45), two major waves of proliferation were
observed in DN2 (�20%) and DN4 (�40%) in the WT mice, and
somewhat less pronounced, but still substantial proliferation was
found in DN3 (�10%). Interestingly, �8% of the DN4 from B7-

deficient mice incorporated BrdU. As expected, this reduction cor-
responds to a reduction of the proportion of DN4 with large for-
ward scatters. Thus, targeted mutations of B7-1 and B7-2 suppress
both enlargement and DNA synthesis of the DN4 cells. Although
less pronounced than what was found in the B7-deficient mice,
DN4 from CD28-deficient mice also showed a �2-fold reduction
in the BrdU incorporation.

FIGURE 1. The distribution of DN
subsets in the thymi of WT, B7KO, and
CD28KO mice. B7KO, CD28KO, and
C57BL/6 mice were sacrificed at 8 wk
old, and thymocytes were harvested and
stained with anti-CD4, anti-CD8, anti-
CD44, and anti-CD25 Abs. Profiles of
total viable cells (upper panels) or gated
CD4�CD8� DN populations (lower
panels) are shown. Contour graphs de-
pict thymocyte subsets of one mouse in
each group. Means and SD are given in
the panels. The experiments have been
done twice, using a total of nine mice
per group.

FIGURE 2. The expression of CD28 and CTLA-4
on different DN subsets. WT C57BL/6 mice were sac-
rificed at 8 wk old, and thymocytes were harvested.
Cells were surface stained with anti-CD4/CD8, anti-
CD44, anti-CD25, and anti-CD28, and intracellularly
stained with anti-CTLA-4 Abs. The DN were identi-
fied as the negative group in a staining using a mixture
of anti-CD4 and anti-CD8 mAbs with the same fluo-
rochrome. The number indicates the percentage of
cells that bind Abs specific for CD28 and CTLA-4 or
isotype control Ig (hamster IgG1). Data shown are
contour graphs of one representative mouse from each
group of three mice, and the numbers in the squares
are the means and SD of the percentage of the subsets.
This experiment has been repeated twice.
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An interesting issue is whether the CD28 and B7 deficiencies
affect the survival of DN thymocytes. In this study, we investigated
the number of cells underlying programmed cell death in the WT,
B7-1/2-, and CD28-deficient mice by staining with annexin V. As

shown in Fig. 5, B7-1/2- and CD28-deficient DN4 had signifi-
cantly more annexin V� cells than the WT counterpart. These
results revealed that knocking out B7 and CD28 had similar effects
in causing the death of DN4.

Targeted mutation of B7 and CD28 induces TCR expression
among DN4

An important feature of the small DN4 T cells is the expression of
cell surface pre-TCR complex. To test the effect of costimulation
on the up-regulation of TCR�, we compared DN1–4 from WT,
B7-1/2-, and CD28-deficient mice for the expression of TCR. Al-
though a significant portion of CD44highCD25� (DN1) cells ex-
presses TCR� on the cell surface, these cells belong to the NKT
lineages, as has been reported by others (46). In addition, no
TCR�high thymocytes were found with the DN2 populations. A
small number of DN3 and �20% of DN4 thymocytes express
TCR� at significant levels. Interestingly, in the B7KO mice, the
overwhelming majority (nearly 80%) of DN4 express TCR�,
while �60% of DN4 in the CD28-deficient mice are TCR�high

(Fig. 6). Thus, costimulation by B7-1/2 and CD28 genes inhibits
the expression of the TCR� on DN4.

Elimination of cycling thymocytes recapitulates the basic features
of DN subsets in mice with targeted mutations of B7-1/2 or CD28

Given the overall role of B7-CD28 interaction in promoting T cell
proliferation and survival (47), it is of great interest to determine
whether the altered DN subset distribution and enhanced expres-
sion of TCR are a consequence of reduced TCR proliferation and
survival. To test this hypothesis, we treated WT C57BL/6 mice
with demecolcine, which kills cells undergoing mitosis. As shown
in Fig. 7A, three consecutive treatments with demecolcine over a
3-day period removed the overwhelming majority of dividing cells
within the DN thymocytes. When CD25 and CD44 expression was

FIGURE 4. Target mutations of B7-1
and B7-2 or CD28 decrease the prolifera-
tion among DN4 thymocytes. B7KO,
CD28KO, and C57BL/6 mice were in-
jected with BrdU i.v. The thymi were har-
vested at 4 h after BrdU injection and
stained with anti-CD4/CD8, anti-CD44,
and anti-CD25, and intracellularly stained
with anti-BrdU Abs. The numbers in the
panels indicate means and SD of the per-
centage of thymocytes incorporated with
BrdU from individual subsets. The p val-
ues of Student’s t tests are also provided.
Data shown are representative of two in-
dependent experiments involving a total of
nine mice in each group.

FIGURE 3. CTLA-4 alone is not responsible for the effect of B7-1/2 in
DN thymocyte development. Thymi from 2-wk-old CTLA-4�/� (n � 8),
CTLA-4�/� (n � 7), B7�/� (n � 9), and CD28�/� (n � 8) mice were
harvested and stained with anti-CD4, anti-CD8, anti-CD44, and anti-CD25
Abs. Percentages shown in the quadrants are summaries of data from two
independent experiments. No significant difference in DN subsets was ob-
served between CTLA4�/� and CTLA4�/� mice. The differences between
B7�/� and CTLA4�/� or CD28�/� and CTLA4�/� are highly significant
(p � 0.001).
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analyzed, it became clear that deletion of mitotic thymocytes
caused a drastic increase in DN4 and reduction in DN3 (Fig. 7B).
At the same time, the expression of TCR is significantly increased
among DN3 and DN4 in mice that received antimitotic treatments
(Fig. 7C). Thus, antimitotic treatment recapitulates the two main
effects of B7 blockade, although the cellular mechanisms may dif-
fer in these two conditions.

Accumulation of RAG-2 and increased expression of rearranged
TCR� in mice with targeted mutation of B7-1/2

It is well established that expression of both RAG-1 and RAG-2 is
critical for transition from DN3 to DN4, as thymocyte development in
mice lacking RAG-1 or RAG-2 is blocked at DN3 (25–27). Because
both TCR overexpression and increased DN4 can be explained by

FIGURE 6. Target mutation of B7 and CD28 in-
creases TCR expression among DN4. Thymocytes
from 8- to 9-wk-old B7KO, CD28KO, and C57BL/6
mice were stained with anti-CD4/CD8, anti-CD44, anti-
CD25, anti-TCR �-chain (lower panels), or isotype
control Ig (upper panels) Abs. Data shown are repre-
sentative of three mice in each group. This experiment
has been repeated twice.

FIGURE 5. Target mutation of B7 and CD28 promotes programmed cell death among DN4. B7KO, CD28KO, and C57BL/6 mice were sacrificed at
8–9 wk old, and thymocytes were harvested and stained with anti-CD4/CD8, anti-CD44, and anti-CD25 Abs and annexin V. Data shown are representative
of three mice in each group. This experiment has been repeated twice involving seven mice in each group.
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increased RAG activity, we analyzed expression and accumulation of
RAG-1/2 mRNA by RT-PCR and RAG-2 protein by Western blot.
As shown in Fig. 8, A and B, purified DN cells from B7KO mice
expressed significantly more RAG-2 protein than WT mice. This in-
crease in B7KO DN cells is most likely due to posttranscriptional
mechanisms, as the RAG-1/2 mRNA was not increased (Fig. 8C).
Corresponding to increased RAG-2 protein, real-time RT-PCR re-
vealed a 2- to 3-fold increase in V�2 and V�4 expression among the
DN from B7-deficient mice in comparison with WT mice (Fig. 8C).

Expression of B7-1 and B7-2 in the thymus

A previous report (48) suggested that expression of B7, as revealed
by immunohistochemistry with fusion protein CTLA4Ig, is re-
stricted to the medulla. However, the development of DN takes
place in the cortex. To reconcile this apparent inconsistency, we
revisited the expression of B7-1 and B7-2 by immunohistochem-
istry using anti-B7-1 and anti-B7-2 Abs. As shown in Fig. 9, B7-1
expression was observed only in the medulla. Significant levels of
B7-2, however, were detected in both cortex and medulla, although

the intensity of B7-2 was also higher in the medulla. The difference
between current data and the previous work most likely reflects the
higher affinity of mAbs than the fusion protein, CTLA4Ig.

Subset distribution of thymocytes among age-matched WT,
CD28�/�, and B7�/� mice

Because the DN4 cells are the immediate precursor for the DP
cells, it is possible that abnormal DN development may be asso-
ciated with altered thymocyte subsets. As shown in Table I, mu-
tations in B7 and CD28 genes resulted in 10–20% increase in
CD4�CD8� thymocyte and a small, but statistically highly sig-
nificant decrease in CD4�CD8� T cells. The percentage of SP
CD4 and CD8 T cells was substantially increased.

Discussion
The T cell progenitors undergo rapid proliferation and phenotypic
transitions before they emerge as the CD4�CD8� T cell precur-
sors for positive and negative selection (49). However, the cell
surface interactions that guide the first phase of T cell development
are still poorly understood. The potential involvement of costimu-
latory molecules in this phase has not been investigated. In this
study, we provide several lines of evidence that demonstrate a
critical contribution of costimulatory molecule B7-1/2 and their
receptor CD28.

The most clear-cut demonstration of the impact of costimulation
on DN development is the alteration of the relative amounts of
CD44�CD25� (DN3) and CD44�CD25� (DN4) cells in mice
with inactivated B7-1/2 and CD28. In the WT mice, there are 2–3
times more DN3 than DN4 cells, while B7-deficient mice have
3-fold more DN4 than DN3 cells. Theoretically, there are at least
four potential mechanisms that can account for the reduction of
DN3 in B7-1/2- and CD28-deficient mice, namely, the prolifera-
tion and survival of DN3, a decreased transition from DN2 to
DN3, an increased transition from DN3 to DN4, and a reduced rate
of transition from DN to DP. Our data effectively ruled out the first
possibility, as the proliferation and survival of DN3 were not in-
hibited by the targeted mutations. A CD28-mediated decrease in
DN2 to DN3 transition is not probable, as the DN2 lacks cell
surface CD28 expression, while a very small proportion of DN3
expresses CD28.

More rapid transition from DN3 to DN4 is likely to contribute
to both a decrease in DN3 and increase in DN4, as these changes
cannot be accounted for by death or proliferation in DN3 and DN4.
This interpretation is also supported by increased accumulation of
RAG-2, which mediates a critical checkpoint between DN3 and
DN4. Paradoxically, despite the overall trend of decreased prolif-
eration and survival, the number of total DN and especially DN4
is significantly increased. This can be explained if one assumes
that the progression from DN4 to DP is kinetically slower in mice
with mutations of B7-1, B7-2, and CD28. This interpretation is
consistent with the fact that the DP subset is decreased in the
mutant mice. The decrease is statistically highly significant, al-
though not large numerically. However, the decrease caused by
delayed DN to DP transition can be more substantial if one con-
siders the decrease in the context of previous works, which shows
that costimulation blockade decreases clonal deletion (10, 14). As
such, the decrease in DP, resulted from delayed DN to DP pro-
gression, may have been counterbalanced by the increase of DP
caused by defective clonal deletion. The increase in CD4�CD8�

and CD4�CD8� cells can be attributed directly to abnormal clonal
deletion, although altered differentiated DN may have an indirect
effect.

Our analysis of proliferation and programmed cell death of the
T cell progenitors in the thymus reveals two more points.

FIGURE 7. Antimitotic treatment recapitulates the effect of defective T
cell costimulation on DN development. A, The efficiency of antimitotic
treatment as revealed by reduction in BrdU incorporation. Data shown are
means and SD (n � 4) of the percentage of BrdU� T cells within the DN
subsets. B, Antimitotic treatment increases DN4 while reducing DN2 and
DN3. C, Antimitotic treatment increases TCR expression on DN3 and DN4
thymocytes. Data shown in B and C are representative contour graphs from
one mouse in groups of four mice. The numbers in the quadrants are means
and SD of the percentage of cells in the subset. This experiment has been
repeated three times. �, p � 0.05; ��, p � 0.01.
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First, in parallel to what was described for activation and effec-
tor function of mature T cells, the costimulatory molecules B7-1
and B7-2 promote proliferation and survival of immature T cells.
Thus, in comparison with WT thymocytes, an increased proportion
of DN4 in B7- and CD28-deficient mice was undergoing pro-
grammed cell death. Conversely, a substantially reduced percent-
age of DN4 cells in B7- or CD28-deficient mice incorporated
BrdU. Interestingly, in mice with mutations of either B7 or CD28,
the proportion of dividing and apoptotic cells appears to have in-
creased among DN2 and DN3 subsets. However, because these
two subsets are diminished in the mutant mice, the changes in
proportions do not translate into an increased number of cells un-
dergoing division or apoptosis. Differences in apoptosis and pro-
liferation were also noted among the DN1 subset that are equally
represented in WT and mutant mice. However, because our study

does not differentiate between true DN1 and those that express
TCR and CD44 (mostly NKT cells), the significance of the dif-
ference in DN1 is unclear at this point.

Second, the function of B7-CD28 interaction in promoting di-
vision of DN thymocytes may explain the more rapid DN3 to DN4
transition in mice with mutations of B7 or CD28. This is due to the
fact that this transition requires RAG activity restricted to the
G0/G1 phase of the cell cycle (50, 51). Indeed, RAG-2 protein is
accumulated at G0/G1, and its expression level decreases rapidly at
the G1-S transition of the cell cycle by cytoplasmic sequestration
and ubiquitin-dependent degradation (52). Our analysis of RAG-2
protein and TCR gene expression clearly demonstrated that DN
from B7-deficient mice have increased accumulation of RAG-2
protein and increased expression of rearranged TCR genes. The
link between cell division and DN3-DN4 transition is supported by

FIGURE 9. Expression of B7-1 and
B7-2 in the thymus. Frozen thymic sec-
tions were stained with either anti-B7-1
(A) and anti-B7-2 (B), followed by sec-
ond-step reagents, biotinylated goat anti-
hamster (A and C), or goat anti-rat (B
and D) IgG. The cortex (c) and medulla
(m) are marked.

FIGURE 8. Increased accumulation of RAG-2
protein and rearranged TCR� in DN population of
B7-1/2-deficient mice. Total thymocytes from 8- to
9-wk-old B7KO and C57BL/6 mice were collected,
and DN thymocytes were purified by removing cells
expressing CD4, CD8, TCR��, and I-Ab. In each
experiment, three thymi per group were combined to
isolate DN cells for protein and total RNA extrac-
tion. The experiments were repeated twice. A, Thy-
mocyte subsets before and after purification. B, The
RAG-2 protein was detected with Western blot. C,
The expressions of RAG-1, RAG-2, pre-TCR�, TCR
V�2 and V�4, and CD8 � genes were detected with
real-time RT-PCR. ��, p � 0.01; ���, p � 0.001.
Data shown in this figure have been repeated twice.
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our data that antimitotic treatment results in changes of DN thy-
mocytes that are not unlike those observed in B7- and CD28-de-
ficient mice, including the ratio of DN3/DN4 and cell surface
TCR. Because more cells in DN4 incorporate BrdU than those in
DN3, the increased cell number in DN4 during antimitotic treat-
ment is most likely due to a combination of two defects: an in-
creased transition from DN3 and a delayed transition out of DN4.

The expression of B7-2 in the cortex is consistent with the idea
that B7-CD28 interaction is directly involved in differentiation in
DN. This is further strengthened by our observation that most of
the effects in DN division and survival are seen in DN4 that ex-
press high levels of CD28. However, due to the genetic nature of
the current study, it is theoretically possible that the observed ef-
fect is not an indirect consequence of such interaction. Another
interesting issue is the identity of B7 receptors that may be in-
volved in the early stage of T cell development. Although muta-
tions of B7 and CD28 have qualitatively similar phenotypes, mu-
tations of B7-1 and B7-2 have significantly more severe effect than
those of CD28. A natural question is whether this is attributable to
CTLA4, the other known B7 receptor. Although CTLA4 protein is
expressed early among DN2 cells, targeted mutation of CTLA4
does not affect DN subset composition. It is therefore unlikely that
CTLA4 is involved in the differentiation of DN. It is possible that
another unidentified B7 receptor (40) may participate in this pro-
cess. Regardless of what the additional receptor may be, our results
extended the functional spectrum of T cells that are modulated by
the costimulatory pathway.
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Abstract 

Natural Killer T (NKT) cell is a unique subset of T cells characterized by 

expressing both invariant TCR and various NK linage markers, and is actively involved 

in viral infection, autoimmunity and tumor immunity. NKT cell developed in thymus and 

deviated from mainstream of conventional T cell development at CD4CD8 DP stage. In 

addition to their functions in the induction and effecter phase of T cells, our recent studies 

have demonstrated that the costimulatory molecules also contribute to the developmental 

process of T cell at immature, DN stage. However, the contribution of costimulatory 

molecules to the development and function of NKT cells has never been studied before.  

Here we report that the development of NKT cells are defect in the mice with targeted 

mutations of B7-1/2 and CD28, the percentage of TCRβ
+NK1.1+, as well as TCRβ

+ α-

Galcer/CD1d + (iVα14 NKT) cells population are significantly reduced in the thymus, 

spleen and liver.  More ever, the constitution of iVα14 NKT cells is changed in B7 and 

CD28 deficient mice, as shown by decreased CD4-NK1.1+ subset, while increased 

CD4+NK1.1- subset. In consistent with these, the mice with target mutation of 

costimulatory molecules has defect NKT cell function.  B7 and CD28 deficient mice 

develop much less sever ConA induced hepatitis, which is known mediated by NKT cells. 

Taken together, our results demonstrate that development and function of NKT cell is 

subject to modulation by the costimulatory pathway. 
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Introduction 

Natural Killer T (NKT) cell is a unique subset of T cells expressing both TCR, as 

well as other typical NK linage receptors (1-5). However, unlike NK cells, NKT cells 

mainly develop in the thymus. In contrast to conventional T cells, NKT cells respond to 

antigen presented by the nonpolymorphic major histocompatibility complex (MHC) 

Class I-like molecule CD1d and express an extremely limited T cell repertoire (3-5). 

Their TCR is composed almost exclusively of Vα14/Jα18 in mouse and Vα24/Jα18 in 

human. In contrast to typical CD8+ Class I restricted T cells, NKT cells are either CD4+ 

or CD4-CD8- (DN), and in mice the TCR receptor α chain is paired with Vβ8.2, Vβ7, or 

Vβ2 TCRβ chain that bind lipids, glycolipids, or highly hydrophobic peptides presented 

by CD1D molecules (4, 5). Upon stimulated through their TCR, the immediate response 

of NKT cells is to produce substantial amounts of cytokines especially IL-4 and IFN-r. 

So they are not quiet fit the Th1/Th2 classifications (6, 7). Although the exact function of 

NKT cell is largely unknown, emerging evidences have demonstrated that it involves in 

infection (8), tumor (9) and autoimmune disease (10) by either direct cytotoxicity or 

function as a regulatory cell by secreting several cytokines. 

The developmental relationship of NKT to conventional T cells has been 

controversial. Two models have been proposed for NKT cell development(11, 12). NKT 

cells might derive from distinct precursor that undergoes lineage commitment 

independently of TCR-ligand interactions (pre-committed model). Alternatively, they 

may develop as a byproduct of conventional T cell development at certain stage, 

depending on the ligand they recongnize (TCR-instruction model). Recently, by mature 

NKT cells developed following intrathymic injection of CD4+CD8+ cells, Gapin et al. 
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showed that NKT cells can developed in the thymus from double positive stage of 

conventional thymocyte development (13). Moreover, rather than thymic epithelial cells, 

the positive and negative selections of NKT cells rely on CD1d presented by 

hematopoietic derived CD4+CD8+ thymocyte and dendritic cells respectively (13, 14). 

The details of this selective process are still largely unknown. An intermediate, semi-

mature CD4+NK1.1- stage has been proposed before NKT cells finally develop into 

NK1.1+ cells that are either CD4+ or double negative (15-17). Compared with limited 

data suggesting costimulatory molecules may involve in positive selection by modulating 

the strength of TCR signaling (18), several lines of evidences have shown that 

costimulatory molecules are critical for negative selections of conventional T cells 

encountering self-antigen presented by classical MHC. Either blockade B7-1/2 in thymic 

organ culture or perinatally blocking B7-1/2 with mAbs in vivo could significantly 

reduce the efficacy of clonal deletion of antigen specific T cells(19, 20). Moreover, the 

data from our group also demonstrated that B7 and CD28 may function as a critical 

signal to promote proliferation and differentiation of DN T cells in the thymus (21). The 

deficiencies of B7 or CD28 reduce proliferation and increase programmed cell death of 

late-stage DN T cells (DN4, CD44-CD25-). This established a role of T cell costimulation 

in the development of early T-cell progenitors. As a unique lineage of T cell branched 

away from main stream double positive thymocytes, the B7-CD28 interaction may also 

modulate the development of NKT cells. However, this has never been tested before. 

Here we show that the development of NKT cells are defect in the mice with 

targeted mutations of B7-1 and B7-2, the population of TCRβ+NK1.1+, especially the 

CD1d restricted TCRβ+NK1.1+ cells, are significantly decreased in the thymus, spleen 
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and liver of B7-1/2 and CD28 mutant mice.  Most interestingly, in TCRβ+CD1d-α-

Galcer+ population of adult mice, target mutation of B7-1 and B7-2 will significantly 

decrease CD4-NK1.1+ subpopulation, while increase CD4+NK1.1- subsets. Qualitatively 

similar effects were observed in mice with targeted mutation of CD28.  Therefore, in 

addition to modulate the development of iVα14 NKT cells, the costimulatory signaling is 

also necessary for optimal differentiation of NKT in central and periphery. Further more, 

ConA injection can induce less severe hepatitic injury in the mice with target mutation of 

costimulatory molecules than it in wild type mice, indicating NKT cell function is also 

defect in these mice. Taken together, our results demonstrate that development and 

function of NKT cell are subjects to modulation by the costimulatory pathway.  
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Materials and Methods 

Experimental animals 

Wild-type C57BL/6j, B7-1/2 double knockout and CD28 knockout mice on 

C57BL/6j background were purchased from the Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME, 

USA). All animals were maintained in the University Laboratory Animal Research 

Facility at the Ohio State University under specific-pathogen-free conditions.   

Cell Preparation, antibodies and Flow cytometry 

Single cell suspensions from thymus and spleen were prepared by mechanical 

disruption in cold serum free RPMI 1640 medium. The liver was perfused with 1xPBS 

via portal vein until the color changed to pale. Then the liver was gently dissociated and 

incubated with 1mg/ml Collagenase type IV (Sigma, C5138) in 10mM Hepes-NaOH 

buffer (150 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl2 and 1.8 mM CaCl2, pH 7.4) for 1 h at 

37°C. The whole materials were passed through the syringe for several times to get single 

cell suspension. The hepatitic lymphocytes can be recovered with 40% vs. 60% Percoll 

centrifuge. Red blood cells from single cell suspensions were removed by brief hypotonic 

lysis before cell surface staining. 

Both cell surface markers and intracellular staining were analyzed by flow 

cytometry (Becton Dickinson, Mountain View, CA). The fluorescence conjugated 

antibodies anti-CD4 (GK1.5), anti-CD8 (53-6.7), anti-TCR β chain (H57-597), anti-

CD44 (IM7), anti-CD25 (PC61) and anti-NK1.1 (PK136) were purchased from BD 
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PharMingen (San Diego, CA, USA). PE-conjugated α-GalCer loaded CD1d tetramer was 

kindly provided by Dr. Chyung-Ru Wang (University of Chicago, Chicago, IL). 

Induction of ConA induced hepatitis 
ConA (Sigma, C0412) was dissolved in pyrogen-free PBS and i.v. injected to 

mice through the tail vein at a dose of 20mg/kg. Sera from individual mice were obtained 

16 h after ConA injection. Serum aminotransferase [alanine aminotransferase (ALT) and 

aspartate aminotransferase (AST)] activities were measured by the standard photometric 

method using Hitachi type 911 automatic analyzer (Tokyo). 

Histological Examination 

The livers from Con A treated mice were harvested after 16 h, and then were 

fixed in 10% formalin; embedded in paraffin, sectioned and stained with hematoxylin and 

eosin for histological examination. Specimens were examined under a light microscope. 

3-4 images were collected each section and the injured area was measured with MCID 

Analysis 7.0 (Imaging Research Inc., Ontario, Canada).  

Statistical Analysis 

Data were statistically analyzed with two-tailed student T-test. P < 0.05 is 

significant and p < 0.01 is highly significant.  
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Results 

The reduced TCR β+NK1.1+ NKT cells in B7-1/2 and CD28 deficient mice 

In order to further illustrate the effect of costimulatory signal on NKT 

development, we used typical NKT cell markers and compared the percentages of NKT 

cells in the central and peripheral lymphoid organs of B7-1/2, CD28 mutant mice with 

age and sex matched C57BL/6 mice. As shown in Fig. 3.1A, TCR β+NK1.1+ cells is 

about 1% in total thymocytes, and 4.9% and 3.66% in the DN and CD4+ subsets from 

WT mice respectively. TCR β+NK1.1+ cell has been used as typical markers for NKT cell 

in certain mouse strains. The expressions of TCR β and NK1.1 are at the intermediate 

level, compared with T cell and NK cell counterparts, which have been demonstrated 

before (4).  However, they are decreased almost 3-5 fold in the thymus of B7-1/2 mutant 

mice, as shown in total thymocytes, DN subpopulation and CD4 subset as well. The 

mutation of CD28 has water even more significant effect on total and CD4+ thymocytes. 

To further substantiate these observations, we also compare NKT cells in spleen and liver 

from mice deficient for B7-1/2 and CD28 with WT C57BL/6 controls.  As shown in Fig. 

3.1B, TCR β+NK1.1+ cells were decreased to 1.56% and 1.27% in total splenocytes from 

B7-1/2 and CD28 mutant mice respectively, compared with 1.86% in WT mice. If look at 

CD4+ splenocytes, this population is reduced to 1.54% and 1.11% from B7-1/2 and CD28 

mutant mice, compared with 3.15% in WT mice. However, the difference in DN 

lymphocytes is undistinguishable, and the more sever pattern in CD28 mutant mice can 

only be seen on total splenocytes. Surprisingly, The TCR β-NK1.1+ (NK) cells are also 

decreased in total splenocytes and DN splenocytes, from 3% to 2% and 5% to 3% 

respectively. Therefore, the costimulatory molecules are not only modulate TCR 
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signaling, but also down-regulate NK1.1 expression. To our knowledge, this has never 

been reported before. Because the fold of NKT cell reduction is almost the same as it 

does on NK cell, we cannot exclude the possibility that the decreased NKT cells in total 

and CD4 T cells in B7-1/2 and CD28 deficiency mice are due to the general down-

regulation of NK1.1 receptors. 

Liver is a very important peripheral lymphoid organ for NKT cells (22-24), the 

frequency of NKT cells in liver is much higher than those in other lymphoid organs like 

spleen. As shown in Fig. 3.1C, more than 5% lymphocytes in total and CD4 T cells are 

TCR β+NK1.1+ cells. Except about 50% reduction in CD4 T cells could be detected in 

CD28 mutant mice, this population was not significantly changed in total and DN 

lymphocytes of B7-1/2 and CD28 deficient mice. Therefore, the reduction in liver seems 

not as striking as in thymus. As noted in the figure, the differences between B7 and CD28 

are apparently not consistent regarding individual subsets in different organs. Thus, the 

mutation of CD28 has little, if there is any, more effect on reduction of NKT population. 

Again, similar with what we found in total splenocytes, the reductions of NK cells are 

still significant in total (but not DN) liver lymphocytes in B7-1/2 and CD28 deficient 

mice.  

While some NKT cells are CD1d independent, most of NKT cells recognize 

glycolipid presented by MHC class I-like molecule CD1d, and this population is referred 

to CD1d-restricted NKT bearing the invariant Vα14 rearrangement (also called iVα14 

NKT cells) (25, 26) . Although the endogenous antigen for CD1d is still unclear, a 

synthetic glycolipid antigen derived from marine sponges called alpha-galactosyl 

ceramide (α-GalCer), can be recognized by NKT and potently stimulates NKT cells via 
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TCR when presented by CD1d (27). Recently, the development of fluorescence 

conjugated α-GalCer-CD1d tetramer reagent provides a unique technique to identify 

iVα14 NKT cells in vivo (28, 29). In this study, we applied α-GalCer-CD1d tetramer 

approach to further characterize the TCR β+NK1.1+ cells in B7-1/2 and CD28 deficient 

mice. As shown in Fig.3.2, when TCR β+NK1.1+ cells were gated and then look at the 

specificity for α-GalCer-CD1d tetramer and the expression of CD44. In consistent with 

their activated phenotype, the majority of TCR β+NK1.1+ cells in thymus are -GalCer-

CD1d tetramer and CD44 double positive (CD1d restricted iVα14 NKT cells), and this 

subsets are 56% in spleen and 36% in liver. In addition to the reduction of total TCR 

β+NK1.1+ cells, CD1d restricted iVα14 NKT cells are further decreased in thymus and 

spleen. Particularly, even the percentage of TCR β+NK1.1+ cells were not change in total 

lymphocytes in liver, CD1d restricted iVα14 NKT cells are significantly decreased. The 

effects are qualitatively and quantitatively same between B7-1/2 and CD28 deficient 

mice in this analysis. Therefore, the most significant effect in the scenario of 

costimulatory pathway deficient is on CD1d restricted iVα14 NKT cells.  

The down-regulation of NK1.1 in TCR+α-GalCer/CD1d+ NKT cells in costimulatory 

molecules deficient mice 

Given the fact that some of TCR+NK1.1+ NKT cells are CD1d independent and 

conventional T cells can upregulate NK1.1 expression upon activation (30, 31), the 

phenotype, TCR+NK1.1+, which has traditionally been used to identify NKT cells, may 

not well represent iVα14 NKT cells(17, 32).  Thus, TCR combined with α-GalCer/CD1d 

tetramer is apparently a more reliable reagent that clearly and specifically defines CD1d-
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restricted iVα14 NKT cells (17, 32, 33). To further characterize the effect of 

costimulatory molecules on iVα14 NKT cells development and activation, we directly 

gated on TCR+α-GalCer/Cd1d + population and look at the CD4, CD44 and NK1.1 

expression patterns. 

As shown in Fig.3.3A, in consistent with what we found when traditional NKT 

cells marker TCR+NK1.1+ was used, TCR+α-GalCer/Cd1d + cells were significantly 

reduced in total lymphocytes from both thymus and spleen of B7-1/2 deficient mice, 

again qualitative similar but quantitatively more significant reduction could be detected 

in CD28 deficient mice. However, the reduction is not striking in total lymphocytes from 

liver. If we looked further on the phenotype of iVα14 NKT cells, we found that all these 

cells are CD44+, appeared a matured and activated status (Fig. 3.3B). Surprisingly, in B7-

1/2 and CD28 deficient mice, the NK1.1+ subset from TCR+α-GalCer/Cd1d + cells are 

significantly reduced and correspondingly, NK1.1- subsets were significantly increased 

about 4 folds in thymus, and 2 folds in spleen and liver (Fig. 3.3C).  When TCR+α-

GalCer/Cd1d + were gated and looked at the constitution of iVα14 NKT by the expression 

of CD4 and NK1.1, interestingly, there are 2-fold reduction of NK1.1+CD4- subset in all 

lymphoid organs, and 2-fold increase of NK1.1-CD4+ subset in spleen and liver, while 5-

fold increase in thymus of mutant mice. The quantity and quality are the same between 

B7-1/2 and CD28 deficient mice. Therefore, in addition to the developmental defect on 

iVα14 NKT cells in B7-1/2 and CD28 deficient mice, which was demonstrated by 

reduced percentage of TCR+α-GalCer/Cd1d + cells, the differentiation of NKT is also 

abnormal in mutant mice, as shown by different constitution in iVα14 NKT cells. The 
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changed ratios between NK1.1+CD4- and NK1.1-CD4+ subsets implied functional 

differences in B7-1/2 and CD28 deficient mice. 

The defect NKT function in costimulatory molecules deficient mice 

As we mentioned before, NKT cells have an unusual tissue distribution. In the 

peripheral lymphoid organs, they are abundant in the liver, but are relatively rare in 

spleen and lymph nodes (4, 34). This indicated their crucial function in liver. Although 

the physiological function of NKT cells in liver remains unclear, several publications 

demonstrated the contribution of liver NKT cells to a Con-A induced murine hepatitis 

model (34, 35). It has been shown that Con-A administration induced hepatitis is 

mediated by FasL expressed NKT cells, while CD1d-deficient mice lacking NKT cells 

were highly resistant to Con-A induced hepatitis (34).  

To explore the possible defect NKT function due to reduction of iVα14 NKT cells 

in B7 and CD28 deficient mice, we i.v. injected Con A into B7-1/2, CD28 deficient mice 

and WT C57BL/6 mice and measured serum AST and ALT levels and liver injury. As 

shown in Fig. 3.4, the successful induction of Con-A induced hepatitis was demonstrated 

by increased serum AST and ALT levels, and necrosis and degeneration of hepatic cells 

in WT C57BL/6 mice. However, in consistence with the reduction of iVα14 NKT cells in 

B7- and CD28- deficient mice, serum AST and ALT levels were markedly reduced more 

than 2-fold in mutant mice as compared with WT mice (Fig. 3.3A). Although the 

pathological patterns were the same in three groups, the severities of liver injuries were 

decreased 4-5 fold in B7- and CD28- deficient mice (Fig. 3.4, B and c), demonstrated by 

the percentage of injured areas on whole area of liver sections. There is no difference 
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between B7 and CD28 deficient mice. Therefore, the partial resistance to Con-A induced 

hepatitis were mainly due to the functional defect of iVα14 NKT cells in B7- and CD28- 

deficient mice.  
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Discussion 

The prerequisite of thymus in the development of NKT has been demonstrated by 

the severe deficiency of peripheral NKT cells resulting from thymectomic mice (36) and 

mature NKT cell generated in liver from thymus-grafted mice (37). This indicates the 

spatial relationship between conventional T cell and NKT cell development. Moreover, 

the disruption of both conventional T cell and NKT cell development could be found in 

mice with deficiencies in recombinase machinery for antigen receptor gene 

rearrangement and most important, pre-Tα mice (12, 38), supported that conventional T 

cell and NKT cell may arise from the same precursor, or they share same signaling 

pathway in their developments. The direct evidence for this relationship was provided by 

Gapin et al. whose data showed that mature NKT cells can be developed from 

intrathymically injected CD4+CD8+ thymocytes (13). We previously investigated the 

critical role of costimulatory signaling in T cell development at DN stage, which showed 

that in addition to pre-TCR signaling, B7/CD28 costimulatory pathway, functions as the 

second signal in very early stage of T cell development (21). They play an important role 

by controlling immature DN cell proliferation and promoting the appropriate transition 

between sequential differential stages. If NKT cell shares the same progenitor with 

conventional T cell and deviated a distinct linage at DP stage in the thymus as recent 

publication suggested (11-13), it would be expected that the B7-CD28 signaling, which 

plays important role in early stage of conventional T cell development, would also be 

critical in controlling the development of NKT cells.  
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In our study, the TCR+NK1.1+ population is decreased 3-5 fold in thymus and 

about 2 fold in spleen of B7 and CD28 deficient mice. This prompted us to further 

examine this population using αGalCer-loaded CD1d tetramers that bind specifically to 

the invariant Vα14-Jα18 TCR (29, 33), the iVα14 NKT cells. Similarly, the percentage of 

TCR+α-GalCer/Cd1d + population, the iVα14 NKT cells, is also reduced from total 

thymocytes and splenocytes. Although the reductions of NKT cells by both definitive 

markers are not detectable in livers from B71/2 and CD28 mutant mice compared with 

WT mice, the triple positive populations (α-GalCer/Cd1d + populations in TCR+NK1.1+ 

cells) are significantly decreased in liver lymphocytes. In consistency with the reduced 

numbers of iVα14 NKT cells in liver, the defective function of iVα14 NKT cells are also 

manifested by less severe liver injury in ConA induced hepatitis model, which had been 

proved directly mediated by this unique subset of lymphocytes (34, 35). Therefore, 

costimulatory pathway involves in the development and the function of iVα14 NKT cells. 

The most interesting result from present studies is that the significant reduction of 

NK1.1+CD4- subsets and increased NK1.1-CD4+ subsets in gated TCR+ α-GalCer/Cd1d + 

iVα14 NKT cells in B7 and CD28 deficient mice. Similar patterns could be found not 

only in thymus but also for spleen and liver as well. The relationship of these two subsets 

is very controversial. It has been proposed that the NK1.1-CD4+ cells are pre-mature 

NKT cells at early developmental stage in the thymus (16, 17), and they are originally 

CD44low with a faster proliferation rate. By intrathymic injection of sorted NK1.1-α-

GalCer/Cd1d – thymocytes into Jα18-/- recipients, Benlagha et al. demonstrated that these 

cells could express NK1.1 within a week from thymus, spleen and liver of recipients, 

which are originally lack endogenous iVα14 NKT precursors (16). This supports the 
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developmental relationship between NK1.1-CD4+ and NK1.1+CD4- cells. Therefore, the 

developmental sequence has been suggested from CD44lowNK1.1- to CD44highNK1.1- to 

CD44highNK1.1+ (16, 39), and other NK linage marker may even expressed later(13). 

Further more, the present of this immature NK1.1-CD4+ cells in the spleen and liver was 

explained by that the later maturation is not thymic independent (17). However, the co-

existence of both NK1.1-CD4+ and NK1.1+CD4- cells not only in peripheral lymphoid 

organs but also in thymus. Secondly, the expression level of CD44 in high in NK1.1-

CD4+ subset, particularly the thymic recent emigrants (16) in the periphery are all CD44+. 

Thirdly, NK1.1-CD4+ is able to produce cytokines when encountered with α-GalCer 

pulsed splenic DC (16, 17), and purified NK1.1+ and NK1.1– NKT cell populations show 

similar TCR down-modulation kinetics and proliferation potential in response to α-

GalCer stimulation in vitro (40). All these phenomena cannot be simply explained by 

clear-cut immature and mature phenotypes between NK1.1-CD4+ and NK1.1+CD4- cells. 

On the other hand, even the phenotype regarding cell surface markers are same, 

peripheral NK1.1-CD4+ or NK1.1+CD4- cells may not necessarily be the same maturation 

with their thymic analogues. It has been shown that peripheral NK1.1+ NKT cells has a 

rapider turn over rate than thymic NK1.1+ NKT cells (37). Taken together, these results 

indicate that there is functional distinction between thymic and peripheral NK1.1-CD4+ 

cells, in another word, at least the peripheral NK1.1-CD4+ may not completely functions 

as the precursor of peripheral NK1.1+CD4- iVα14 NKT cells. The peripheral NK1.1-

CD4+ iVα14 NKT cells, or part of them if not all, present as another functionally matured, 

fully differentiated subset of iVα14 NKT cells. The transition between NK1.1- and 

NK1.1+ iVα14 NKT cells maybe due to the activation status as for CD8+ T cells (30), and 
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costimulation signaling could involves in this process. Therefore, the reduction of NK1.1-

CD4+ subset and increasing of NK1.1+CD4- subset in B7 and CD28 deficient mice 

demonstrated that costimulatory pathway involved in optimal activation of iVα14 NKT 

cells, and play an important role in differentiation and reconstitution of iVα14 NKT 

subsets. We tested the constitution of iVα14 NKT as early as Day5 and Day 8 (data not 

shown), and we cannot see the difference between B7, CD28 deficient and WT mice. 

This indicated that the constitutional differences are not exclusively due to developmental 

defect on immature iVα14 NKT cells. 

The even complicate constitution of α-GalCer restricted iVα14 NKT cells that 

includes different functional subsets had been proposed before (26, 41), they are defined 

by different phenotypes (CD4+ vs. CD4-, or NK1.1+ vs. NK1.1-) (41, 42) and different 

specific microenvironments (43). They also function differently by secreting different 

cytokine profiles when stimulated with α-GalCer. Nk1.1- iVα14 NKT cells primarily 

produce IL-4 (Th2), while NK+ iVα14 NKT cells generated more IFN-γ (Th1) than IL-4 

(16, 17, 42, 44). In ConA induced hepatitis model,  Th2 type cytokine IL-4 secreted by 

iVα14 NKT cells, was demonstrated playing a crucial role to cause NKT cell express 

FasL and contribute to Fas/FasL-mediated liver injury in an autocrine fashion (34, 35, 45). 

Apparently, the changed proportion of NK1.1-CD4+ and NK1.1+CD4- cells in B7 and 

CD28 deficient mice should prone to IL-4 production and hence, increase the 

susceptibility of liver injury. However, ConA induced hepatitis is a multiple-steps disease 

process.  Th1 type cytokine IFN-γ also activates resident Kupffer cells and recruit 

macrophages to produce TNF-α, which subsequently causes liver injury (34). Moreover, 

other immunoregulatory cytokines, such as IL-5 (45, 46) and IL-6 (47), also had been 
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demonstrated to mediate the pathogenesis of ConA-induced hepatitis. Thus, the moderate 

elevate IL-4 won’t exclusively enhance the liver injury. In addition, the reduced total 

iVα14 NKT cells number will lower the total IL-4 production and alleviate the ConA-

induced liver injury.  

Admittedly, NKT cells fail to develop in mice lacking lymphotoxin (LT) (48), or 

components of the IL-15 pathway, such as IL-15 and IL-15Rα, and IL-2/15Rβ (49) , 

whereas conventional T cell development in these mice is almost normal (5). However, 

these deficient mice demonstrated a relatively developmental defect on NK cell (48, 49). 

Therefore, in addition to the developmental pathway shared with conventional T cells, 

part of NKT developments could be shared with NK cells. NK cells are developed in 

bone marrow instead of thymus, and NK cells exported out of BM are already matured 

and could be found in peripheral blood, spleen, liver and as well as uterus (50). Moreover, 

Townsend et al had demonstrated that mice with a targeted deletion of T-bet, a T-box 

transcription factor required for Th1 cell differentiation, have a profound, stem cell-

intrinsic defect in their ability to generate mature NK and Valpha14i NKT cells. Both cell 

types fail to complete normal terminal maturation and are present in decreased numbers 

in peripheral lymphoid organs of T-bet(-/-) mice (51). Therefore, these data further 

demonstrated that there are some common developmental molecular pathway during the 

final maturation stages of both NK and iVα14 NKT cells. Interestingly, in our studies, we 

also found reduction of NK cells, in term of NK1.1+TCRβ-, in the spleen and liver of B7- 

and CD28-deficient mice. It has been shown costimulatory molecules are necessary for 

optimal NK cell functions, but their function on NK development have never been 
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reported before. Whether these costimulatory molecules represent important signaling to 

NK development needs to be further determined. The decreased NK cell population may 

also contribute to alleviate ConA induced hepatitis in mutant mice (52).  

In conclusion, the present study expands the functions of costimulatory molecules from T 

cell to NKT cells. B7 and CD28 interaction is critical to the differentiation and functional 

competence of iVα14 NKT cells. In addition, these data highlight the points that 

developing NKT cells end up to phenotypically distinct subsets and is characterized by a 

dynamic process involving up- and down-regulation of CD4 and NK1.1. Costimulatory 

molecules involve in this process by keeping the optimal activation of NKT cells and 

modulating the proportion of different subsets. Further understanding and elucidating the 

mechanisms of this modulation may lead to the discovery and use of new therapeutic 

agents targeting at expansion of specific subset of iVα14 NKT cells.  
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Figure legends. 

Figure 1.  The reduced TCR β+NK1.1+ NKT cells in the thymus, spleen and liver of 

B7-1/2 and CD28 deficient mice. B7KO, CD28KO and C57BL/6 mice were sacrificed 

at 8 weeks old.  Total lymphocytes (left column) from viable cells, CD4-CD8- DN 

lymphocytes (middle column) and CD4+ lymphocytes (right column) were gated and 

look at the distribution of TCRβ and Nk1.1. The NKT cell was denoted by TCR 

β+NK1.1+ and NK cell in the spleen and liver was denoted by TCR β-NK1.1+. The 

numbers are represented as percentages (Mean±SD) of gated NKT or NK cells. A. In 

thyomcytes. TCR β+NK1.1+ cells are decreased almost 3-5 folds in total thymocytes, DN 

and CD4+ thymocytes as well. The mutation of CD28 demonstrated even more 

significant effect on total and CD4+, but not DN thymocytes. B. In splenocytes.  TCR 

β+NK1.1+ cells were decreased in total and CD4+ splenocytes, but not on DN splenocytes, 

from both genetic mutant mice. The NK cells are also reduced about 30% in total and DN 

splenocytes. C. In liver lymphocytes. The reductions of TCR β+NK1.1+ cells are not 

significant except in CD4+ lymphocytes in CD28 mutant mice. But the reduction of NK 

cells is consistent with that in spleen. P value indicates the statistic difference between 

compared groups.  One representative from each group (totally 9 in each group from 2 

separate experiments) was shown here.  

Figure 2. The significant reduction of CD1d restricted TCR β+NK1.1+ cells in B7 

and CD28 mutant mice. TCRβ+NK1.1+ cells were gated from total lymphocytes from 

thymus (left column), spleen (middle column) and liver (right column) of 8 wks old 

B7KO, CD28KO and C57BL/6 mice, then were stained with CD44 and α-GalCer/CD1d 

tetramer. The number represented the percentage (mean±SD) of α-GalCer/CD1d+CD44+ 
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cells (CD1d restricted iVα14 NKT cells) in TCR β+NK1.1+ population. P value indicates 

the statistic difference between compared two groups.  One representative from each 

group (totally 9 in each group from 2 separate experiments) was shown here.  

Figure 3. The reduction of α-GalCer/CD1d+TCRβ+ NKT cells in B7 and CD28 

mutant mice. TCRβ+NK1.1+ cells were gated from total lymphocytes from thymus (left 

column), spleen (middle column) and liver (right column) of 8 wks old B7KO, CD28KO 

and C57BL/6 mice, then were stained with CD44 and α-GalCer/CD1d tetramer. The 

number represented the percentage (mean±SD) of α-GalCer/CD1d+CD44+ cells (CD1d 

restricted iVα14 NKT cells) in TCR β+NK1.1+ population. P value indicates the statistic 

difference between compared two groups.  One representative from each group (totally 9 

in each group from 2 separate experiments) was shown here. 

Figure 4. Con A induced hepatitis is alleviated in B7 and CD28 deficient mice. 8 wks 

old B7KO, CD28KO and C57BL/6 mice were i.v. injected with Con A at a dose of 

20mg/kg. 16 hrs later, Sera and liver from individual mice were obtained. Serum 

aminotransferase [alanine aminotransferase (ALT) and aspartate aminotransferase (AST)] 

activities were measured and histological examination was performed. a. Serum ALT and 

AST level. b. One representative from each group showing the pattern of liver injury, 

which indicated the typical degeneration and apoptosis of hepatocytes. The histological 

changes are the same within three groups. c. Percentage of injury area from total area on 

each section. 3-4 sections were collected from each mouse, totally 4-5 mice in each group. 

*P<005, ** P<0.01, ***P<0.001.  
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